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G E O R G E  B O W M A N   
A Woman’s Worth  
Reading the poem “I Want You Woman Up North to 
Know” has inspired me to write this short piece called “A 
Woman’s Worth.” 

From the very beginning of time you were there. 

Before we could comb our hair you were there.  
We looked for you to show us the way, and at 

points and times a brighter day.  
You comforted us when we could only see hurt 

and pain.  
Yet through it all you never complained.  
Somehow you always managed to make ends meet.  
Knowing that in spite of the long hours you 

worked we had no meat.  
The clothes on your back were worn and tattered. 

You worked from sun up until sun down for 
pennies. You did what need to provide for 
your children. We never had the finer things 
in life but what we had made life worth living. 
A woman’s worth has no dollar value to her 
family.  

The value placed on her is internal. For when a 
woman is used, abused, broke, busted, and 
disgusted the only thing that she has to cling 
to is her worth. Injustices will always be 
around. The rich getting richer off the sweat 
and tears of the poor will not stop today, to-
morrow, or next week. However, we can take 
a leap of faith and make a change by joining 
forces, organize, and realizing A Woman’s 
Worth! 

 

The Forgotten Button 
It was a cold day like so many before 
I woke up late and quickly ran out the door. 
 
It was once again time for another labor rally 
The brothers and sisters in the crowd were far too 

many to tally. 
 
We were there on one accord and living in peace. 
Hoping to make a change and not have our 

dreams cease. 
 
It was finally my time to shine 
They passed the buttons around like I was cheap 

bottle of wine. 

 
I was placed on hat, banners, and shirts 
Not knowing that at the end of the day I would be 

the only one hurt. 
 
As they came from far and near 
All they really wanted was a chance listen and hear. 
 
The great speakers of the day  
That would excite and inspire them along their 

union way. 
 
The day was long and emotions were well spent 
So I was taken off the hats and shirts as if I had 

not made a dent. 
 
For if the rally cry had not been written on me for 

the day 
None of the accomplishment could have gone in 

such a positive way. 
 
So here I sit in a drawer covered with junk 
Knowing that without me on that day you would 

have lost all your spunk. 
 
Just because I am put away as if I am useless 
Never forget without me, you would have never 

been able to do this. 

Pull Up Your Pants 
What have we learned from the past? 
Did our forefather’s struggle just for you to show 

your ass? 
Pull up your pants, show some respect for your-

self! 
 
Dr. King had a dream that he spoke about,  
letting freedom ring he would preach and shout.  
But you walk around as if you are owed some sort 

of debt that was never paid, 
 Please get over your fears don’t be afraid. 
Pull up your pants, show some respect for your-

self! 
 
The world is yours to have, make it your play-

ground 
But instead you make it a place of crime, sin, and 

shame which is all too familiar a game. 
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Pull up your pants, show some respect for your-
self! 

 
You’ll have a chance to make your voice heard. 
But when people see your appearance they don’t 

hear your words. 
Pull up your pants, show some respect for your-

self! 
 
They say that you are a part of a lost generation 
I contend it is because you have no real aspira-

tions. 
Pull up your pants, show some respect for your-

self! 
 
It’s sad to think that the next time I won’t see your 

underwear 
Will because you are laid in a coffin with a blank 

stare. 
Pull up your pants, show some respect for your-

self! 

A Love Story 
It started off like no other love I had known 
She would treat me as if I were a king on a throne 
She would gaze into my eyes long and deep 
Telling me that she loved me as we fell fast asleep 
We would laugh and joke as if no one else was 

around 
I never felt scared or ashamed to be her clown 
The love we shared seemed to have no end in sight 
There was no way I could foresee the horror that 

would come by night 
The love I had was gone 
She died in a car crash at the crack of dawn 
The end was so quick and final  
All I wanted to was one last chance to listen to our 

favorite albums on vinyl 
Now I must remember that love that has moved 

on 
No matter how hard I try I can’t believe she is 

gone. 
 

Solidarity 
Brother, brother at the hall 
At the job site screw them all 
 
Why is he on the job he’s a bum 
He can’t even read a rule 
My God he is dumb 

When is the next big job going to break 
In two weeks is the standard line 
What am I supposed to do in the meantime 
 
I would love to hire you but my son just had a kid, 

I have to put him on how else is he going to 
live 

Hurray for my family we still get to eat off the 
trash can lid 

 
This was a bad year I didn’t work much overtime 
I don’t feel your pain because all I could do was sit 

on my behind 
 
There is always another job  
Just not for me 
I pray every day for that dream that seems not to 

be 
Please God give unions Solidarity. 

The Butt Beating Bandit 
It’s now 3:00 am and I am still wondering how 
they tracked me back to the warehouse. I thought 
I was careful not to leave any signs of how I made 
my escape. I have the entire Philadelphia police 
department with drawn guns waiting for me to 
emerge from my hiding place. There is no way 
they are going to take me alive. They will have to 
kill me! I believe in the cause for which I am 
fighting. 

I am at war! War has been declared against all the 
young boys and girls that won’t pull up their pants 
while walking in public. Why do I have to look at 
their underwear showing? Laugh if you will! This is 
a problem that only the Butt Beating Bandit can 
solve. Why should the elderly and young children 
walking along the streets in the middle of the day 
have to look at your underwear? It gave me a pain 
in the gut like I was just hit by Joe Frazier. It was 
that pain that made me finally snap. 

I was walking down Broad Street when it all began. 
I was minding my own business when I saw a pair 
of red boxer shorts showing above a pair of jeans. 
My first thought was I know that’s not what I 
think it is. Much to my chagrin, my worst night-
mare had come true. What could I do to change 
this heinous crime on society? I knew right then 
and there it was my job to expose the issue.  

I went to the local costume store to get my official 
Butt Beating Bandit uniform. Every superhero has 
to have a disguise. My outfit was green with a tur-
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tle on the front. The turtle was a protective device 
should someone let loose some toxic gas while I 
was beating their butt. Turtle mask and green roll-
er skates, I was now equipped to do damage on 
these underwear showing villains. 

Going about my daily routine, I would come 
across a teenager walking to the mall. He was 
wearing a hooded sweatshirt and underwear show-
ing above his jeans! Quickly I changed into my 
superhero costume and roller skated towards the 
young lad. I said to him “please pull up your pants, 
have some respect for yourself.” His reply to me 
was so vulgar that Redd Foxx would have blushed. 
This was when it all hit the fan. I pulled his pants 
down and proceeded to beat his butt. Laughing 
and ridiculing him the whole time. I quickly made 
my escape on my roller skates. What a rush, feeling 
of accomplishment, and sense of pride knowing 
that I was on my way of ridding society of this 
visual eye sore forever one beating at a time. 

There is a loud knock on the door. I yell “what do 
you want?” There is a voice that comes from the 
other side of the door that sounds like a voice 
from heaven. It was my mother! What the hell is 
she doing here? She calls me by my whole name as 
if I am some child about to be punished for not 
eating all my vegetables. The feeling of euphoria 
quickly washes away when I realized that she is the 
reason I was in this position. 

Growing up she was always so hard on my appear-
ance. I always had to be dressed to the nines. She 
never let me look like a slob. I was the only child 
that had to iron his gym socks. I had to be as clean 
when I returned from playing as when I departed 
the fashion asylum. It was so strange that as I sat 
there thinking that I was some kind of champion 
for justice, I was acting out because of the abuse 
by the fashion police. 

I yelled, “Mom please come inside.” She looked 
very innocent at this point, but as she walked clos-
er I could feel my blood start to boil. She wanted 
to give me a hug. How dare she try to show me 
affection at the darkest hour of my life? I pushed 
her down onto the floor yelling “this is your fault 
old woman!” Because she never made a mistake in 
her life; this had to be my fault. Mom began to 
speak saying “I raised you better than this.” Shut 
up old woman; speak when spoken too!  

I started to hear the helicopters circle the ware-
house. I was afraid that at anytime they would 
shoot tear gas and fill the room. I knew it was now 
or never to really get revenge on the true culprit. I 
said “Mom this is going to hurt me more than it’s 

going to hurt you.” I then proceeded to beat my 
mom’s butt for all of the injustices I had endured 
as a child up until this very moment. As she 
screamed and yelled, I could feel the years of hurt 
releasing from my body. It was at that very mo-
ment I heard “drop the paddle.” There were twen-
ty armed officers surrounding me at this very mo-
ment. I didn’t care I had to play this game until it 
was over. Again I heard “drop the paddle.” It was 
at that very moment that I felt the bullet go 
through my chest. I fell limp to the floor bleeding. 
Gasping for breath my mom reached down to 
hold me. She had no words of comfort for me as 
most caring mothers would with her only son so 
close to death that you could smell it in the room. 
Her final words to me “I hope you have on clean 
underwear because I don’t want to be embarrassed 
when you die!” 

 

The Day I Became Living 
History 
The day started off as so many others in my life, 
but today was destined to be special. Today was 
the election of officers at my local union, and I 
was running for a position on the Examining 
Board. I woke that morning feeling a little tired 
because of thinking about the magnitude of what 
could possibly happen today. I went through my 
normal morning routine to get myself ready for the 
day. After getting dressed, saying my goodbyes; it 
was finally time to embark on my historic journey. 
When I walked out of the house there was a calm 
that come over me that I had never felt before in 
my life. I was not sure if it was divine intervention 
or the orange juice, but I was glad to have a sense 
of peace.  

Driving to the union hall seemed like a really long 
drive this morning. It was raining, cold, foggy, and 
there seemed to be no end in sight. I had to make 
a pit stop because as fate would have it, my um-
brella was broken. When I stopped at the local 
store I found just the perfect umbrella. It was a 
large golf umbrella that would shield me from all 
of the elements I would encounter on my quest to 
be elected. I got back into the car, found an old 
tune on the radio that I really could jam to on the 
ride. The feeling of peace was all around me so as I 
enjoyed what the day had given me so far; I finally 
made it to my destination. 

I parked the car, took a deep breath, and started 
the walk over to meet with the rest of the team. 
Many of the guys had never seen me wearing a suit 
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and seemed to be amazed at how well I cleaned 
up. I had to let them know I have more suits in my 
closet that I can no longer fit, than they ever 
owned. We talked about the strategy for the day 
and what we really need to focus on during the 
election. This was not my first attempt at being 
elected, but it was the first time I was being en-
dorsed by the incumbent Business Manger. This 
was major because in the history of my local no 
minority has ever been endorsed by the incumbent 
party.  

We were only out there for eight hours, but it 
seemed like more than half of my adult life. As I 
pressed flesh for most of the day, I gained a new 
respect for true politicians who do this for a living. 
It may not seem like hard work, but let me assure 
you shaking hands all day will make you sore and 
tired. As the day seemed to pass like sand through 
an hour glass, finally it was time for the final tally. 

All of the members were called into the hall to 
hear the final results. The sense of calm that had 

come over me earlier was now out the window. I 
was nervous! My hand was shaking as I wrote 
down the vote totals. Finally, my date with destiny 
had arrived. I won! The feelings of pride and ac-
complishment were exuding from my pores. I had 
to fight back the tears of joy because I had really 
done the impossible. In a union of 4000 members 
with about 100 being minorities I won. The odds 
were amazingly against me, but somehow it hap-
pened. There were many other men before me 
who were more qualified to do the job, but it fell 
on me to become living history. I am still humbled 
by being the first to break the barrier that seemed 
like a glass ceiling. I also know that I did not get 
there by myself. It took those who paved the way, 
and broke down walls for me to make this giant 
step. I am proud to say I have held this position 
for five years. I survived another election day two 
year ago. I may never hold another position in the 
local, but no matter what happens I will always be 
a part of Steamfitters Local Union 420 history.
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C H R I S T O P H E R  D A R K E R   
Attacks on Those Who 
Serve 
Public employees across our nation are under at-
tack. They have been the target of the vicious me-
dia reports and political spin by local, state and 
federal politicians. Public employees throughout 
our nation have lost their jobs, their homes, and 
experienced reduced wage and benefits as a result 
of the devastating recession. 

After no less than a decade of steady cuts to public 
employment, increases in workload and reductions 
in hours, the politicians, media and the public con-
tinue their assault on public employees. Public 
employees have given back and have felt the pain 
of a failed economy that they didn’t cause.  

Public employees are the workers that protect us 
from crime, put out fires in our homes, rescue us 
from danger, ensure we have safe and clean drink-
ing water, pickup our trash, provide our electricity, 
protect our health and social welfare, build and 
maintain safe parks and recreation for our families, 
and pave the way for good roads that take us to 
work, school and safely back home again.  These 
are the people that work for you! 

Our public employees are talented, educated, 
skilled and hard-working, career minded members 
of our society. They provide professional and ded-
icated services to every member of our communi-
ties. They are our friends, fellow club members 
and neighbors.  They have families whose children 
attend our schools, participate in our local church-
es, shop and eat at our local businesses and volun-
teer themselves in community causes and projects.  
These are the people that work for you! 

Public employees did not cause the devastating 
recession nor are they the reason for financial 
shortfalls in the federal, state and municipal budg-
ets. 

The public employees I am familiar with belong to 
a labor union, and working together as one, have 
stepped forward to voluntarily participate in wage 
and benefit reductions, furloughs, and other cost 
saving measures to preserve the jobs that serve all 
of you and provide the services you need and have 
come to expect.  

The public employees I know assist in managing 
the impacts of the recession on governmental 

budgets by developing creative ways to reduce 
costs, improve efficiency with less financial need. 
These are the people that work for you! 

So when I watch the television news, read the local 
paper and hear what the self serving politician has 
to say about how the community does not support 
the overpaid and privileged public employees, I 
must stand. I must stand in support for these men 
and women who are America’s working families. 

I call upon you Mr. Politician to step forward, to 
stand in honor and respect of your public employ-
ees for their work, their dedication and their com-
mitment to provide the vital services we need de-
spite your attacks.   

It is you who needs to step up or step aside. Amer-
icans are hard pressed to find leaders in this coun-
try who have the backbone to work hard for every 
American as they did the decades and days before 
us. When America needed work then, America 
worked together and we created new industries, 
new roads and infrastructure to a bright future. We 
never cut, we never ran and we never backed 
down. We are Americans that is what we do when 
you do your job!   

 I am as proud to be a leader in the labor move-
ment as I am proud to represent public employees 
who work throughout the State of California at the 
Federal, State, County and Municipal levels of 
government. People we all depend on who provide 
vital services we so often take for granted.  

So get off their backs Mr. Politician and get on 
your feet and make America work again.   

Routine Day 
Scene 
Swamp area off the Potomac River along the Me-
morial lawns of Washington D.C. United States of 
America. 

Cast 
A 12 foot long male alligator named George 
weighing in at 400 pounds age 22 years and a 8 
foot long male alligator named Barney weighing in 
at 275 pounds age 22 years. 

Setting 
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George and Barney have lived in Washington D.C. 
their entire lives. Both gators were born at the zoo 
in Washington D.C, they have seen and heard a lot 
of things. If only Gators could talk. 

George and Barney had heard enough about the 
declining American economy and the cutbacks at 
the zoo. Their food supply now cut in half and the 
quality of the meat, now imported from China, 
was giving them gastrointestinal issues to the point 
neither of them could stand to be near each other 
anymore.  They decided a change was necessary in 
their environment and created an escape plan to 
get out of the zoo.  

So on a raining spring night in 2010, while the 
Secret Service was out bar hopping, they made 
their escape to the open waters of the city.  

Both George and Barney have been on their own 
ever since their escape and helping the country 
improve its political climate.  

Act One 
It was a beautiful day in our nation’s capital. It was 
March 17, 2012 and the Cherry Blossoms came 
out early this year. The weatherman had predicted 
snow for the day but there wasn’t a cloud in the 
sky and the temperature was in the high seventies. 
George and Barney found themselves resting 
alongside their little piece of heaven next to the 
swamp. 

Barney: Hey George, you awake? 

George: Ya, sure Barn, what’s up? 

Barney: Hey, I was wondering something. 

George: Ya, what might that be. 

Barney: Well, we been the same age most of our 
lives right? 

George: Sure, within a couple weeks. 

Barney: And we was the same size when we was 
just young’ins right? 

George: Ya, so what? 

Barney: Well, why are you so much bigger than 
me George? 

George: Well, what you been eatin boy? 

Barney: Politicians, same as you George. 

George: Hmm, Well, where do youz catch em? 

Barney: By the side of the swamp near the park-
ing lot at the Capitol. 

George: Same here Barn. Hmm. How you catch 
em? 

Barney: Well, I crawls up under one of them Lex-
us’ and wait fer one to unlock the car door. And 
thens, I jump out, grab ‘em on the leg, and shake 
the shit out of em and eat em. 

George: Ah!, I think I see your problem Barn. 
You ain’t getting any real nourishment. 

Barney: I’m not? 

George: No Barn. Ya see, by the time you get 
done shakin’ the shit out of a Politician, there ain’t 
nothin’ left but an asshole and a briefcase.” 

Barney: Ah, you’re right George!  

Men Like Trucks 
The men, like trucks for both they gather many 

miles   
New trucks, paint shiny, light the eyes of men with 

smiles 
One by one a story told by scratches and dents and 

dings 
His skin has cuts and bumps and other like things 
 
Along the way they both see many hard miles and 

fray 
The two on the outside show age, their history, 

their day  
Another year older the truck frame squeaks louder, 

gets rusty   
The man’s old frame not strong as when he was 

lusty      
 
The truck it boasts under hood a motor sounding 

thunder 
He’s witty and fit his six pack under shirt a hard 

wonder 
The motor after decades grows tired, it’s power 

takes longer 
His lifter his timing slower to start but faster to 

ponder 
 
The truck its tires on rims so sporty and shiny 
His feet they travel on treads called Nike 
While miles they drive the spinning of treads get 

thinner   
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His feet ache sorely with stalks of corn, no chance 
a winner 

 
Yes, new then old the two they rolled and rode 

grand 
On the road, parked, through life all across the 

land   
One day it ends, they part, not needed and gone 

are the races         
Replaced by another, another man, his dog their 

two smiling faces 

Response to Rebel Girl 
Reading your letter from one-hundred years, it all 

seemed a bit crazy, those woman fears. For 
many a day silent she walked, a world full of 
work their minds must have stalked.   

I guess there must have been many who refused a 
change, until women fought back against what 
men had arranged. Years of old values 
brought from across the seas, broken and 
dismantled in the land of the free. 

My how times have changed my shallow friend 
from days gone by, today their values known, 
the work places survive.  In fact, today she 
stands side by side, on the battlefield she goes 
with courage and pride. And did I tell you she 
flew into space, to the stars above with beauty 
and grace? 

No regrets it seems in the new world order, a new 
book opened a chapter in time discovered.  
Hard to believe as I look back on the human 
condition, a woman held hostage serving time 
in the kitchen.     

Sonnet 
At dawns first light, she wakes to start her day  
Her nails tapping wood, much louder than birds 
To wake her master, let me out I say! 
To grass and beyond to leave little turds 
 
From out of the forest a squirrel doeth appear 
Head down low, tail spread wide, up and ready 
The white Westie stiff, and feeling no fear  
Eye to eye, sure footed and steady 
 
A dogs life it is for Westie so white 
To eat and sleep she is always so ready 
Sleeping daily from morning through night 
Snuggled with Pinky she uses as teddy 

 
A ball of white, no movement it makes   
No expression we see, a nap she takes  

A Man of Diligence  

Destined for Leadership 
One of several character traits for a leader is dili-
gence. One man who stands out as diligent is one 
born in 1809 to Nancy and Thomas, a boy who’s 
life met many tragedies and as a man ran into 
many obstacles would one day prepare him to be 
an historical leader.  

Starting with his young life he was only seven 
when he and his family were forced out of their 
home moving them to new territory. Then at age 
nine, his mother died. He described this event as 
bitter agony. 

 As a young boy he was backward and shy. Some-
thing he struggled with even as a young man.  

 He took a job at a local store. He told many sto-
ries that entertained the customers. But soon at 
just twenty-two, he lost his job as a store clerk.   

Wanting something better for himself, at twenty-
three he went into debt to become a partner in a 
small store.  Three years later his partner died leav-
ing him bankrupt with a huge debt that took years 
to repay. 

He wanted to make something out of his life so he 
ran for state legislature and failed. His second try 
he was elected. He was just one of two who took a 
stand against slavery calling it an injustice and bad 
policy.  He soon became discouraged, as this was 
only a part time job. 

At twenty-eight, after dating for four years, the 
love of his life rejected his marriage proposal. It 
wasn’t until he was thirty three that he would mar-
ry to a social girl named Mary.   

At thirty-seven, after his third try, he was finally 
elected to the U.S. Congress.  He proposed a ref-
erendum to end slavery. Two years later he ran 
again and failed to be elected.  At this time he had 
an emotional breakdown. 

At forty-one, during the midst of an unhappy mar-
riage, his father died. He refused to attend the 
funeral. A few months later his second son Ed-
ward died at just four years old.   
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At forty-two, he was rejected for the job of Land 
Officer. At forty-five, he ran for the U.S. Senate 
again and lost. 

At age forty-seven, he was defeated for nomina-
tion for Vice President. 

At forty-nine, he ran for the U.S. Senate again and 
lost. 

He had an endless barrage of criticism, misunder-
standing, ugly and false rumors, and deep periods 
of depression. 

At fifty-one, he was elected as President of the 
United States. During his term as President, his 
son Willie died. 

He endured a civil war where hundreds of thou-
sands lost their lives on the battlefield. He never 
gave up, never gave in. He saved the union. 

He was elected to a second term as President in a 
landslide vote of the people. During his second 

term as President of the United States, this man 
called “Honest Abe” was assassinated.   

Buttons of Glory 
Sliding open a drawer of my oak desk so old 
I find metal treasures so bright so bold   
Little hauntings of history a story they tell  
Reminders of days past they ring a bell,  
Medals of fortune, wins and losses  
Tell a story of old friends, leaders and bosses 
Memories of what was or could have been 
Success and anger be told with a grin 
So specific the words short and on message 
With just a few words they express our courage 
Reminders to vote, to boycott or share   
profitable to some and to others unfair 
Ice breakers for the shy, morale boosters to marvel  
display like a billboard on legs they do travel. 
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C H A R L E S  D E C K E R  
Starfish  
This is life. You walk to the store to buy breakfast 

and the paper.  
You choose the way you have your eggs, your cof-

fee. Then a  
fisherman says, Last night, the channel was full of star-

fish. You  
wonder, is this a message, or just another day? 
 
Life lets you walk the dog. Reeds, they whisper, 

they sing. Herons  
pass by. Old enough to appreciate the moment? 

Too old? Movement  
is beneath the water, it may be nothing; may be 

nothing going on. 
 
Life suggests you remember the years you ran, the 

years you  
developed a shocking lifestyle, careless abandon, 

owned a chilly  
heart. Upon reflection, you are quiet. Life lets you 

go home to  
think, for a long time.  
 
You wake up beside your love, the one who never 

had any conditions,  
the one who waited. This is life’s way of letting 

you know you are  
lucky; you were born at a good time. You were 

able to listen when people  
spoke. You stopped and started again. 
 
Life lets you have a sandwich, and pie for dessert. 

Then life sends you to  
bed, to dreamland, while outside, the starfish drift 

through the  
channel, their starry faces as they head out to deep 

water, to the far and  
boundless sea. 

Haiku 
The steel, it’s heavy— 
Made a living, no complaints. 
Forty years; I’m tired. 
 
 

Carroll Letter 
Mr. S. Carroll, BA 
International Association of Machinists, Dist. 75 
122 Reynolds Arcade 
Rochester, N.Y. 
 
July 20, 1917 

Dear Sir and Brother, 

Please be advised that this correspondence is a 
reply to your letter dated July 3, 1917. It is with 
great disappointment that I pen this response. The 
women that work side by side with the men, some 
being husbands are performing the same tasks. In 
fact, I find it amazing that as our union spokesman 
you offer such a hobbling response.  

Our women deserve a proactive plan to seek parity 
not only in their wage package, but work rules as 
well. A strategy design to combat the State and 
Local authorities at every level is urgent. Our 
women members deserve to be on a level playing 
field. 

We need answers Mr. Carroll. Please tell me you 
are not waiting for the bureaucrats to take care of 
such as important issue that affects our women 
members on a daily basis. Inform me as to how I 
can help in any way possible. Please accept my 
proposal to form or head a committee, coordinate 
a rally, or an informational picket to bring these 
inequities to the public forum. As a concerned and 
proud District 75 member, I implore you to act 
and act soon.    

A timely response would be greatly appreciated. 

In solidarity, 

Charles Decker 
Member # 846188 

The Haymarket Square 
Labor history is rich with colorful portraits 
sketched with the paint mixed on a human palette. 
One of my favorites and of historic importance to 
all working folks is the Haymarket Square Riot. In 
1886, the McCormick Harvesting Machine Com-
pany was enduring a second strike in two years. 
The scent of violence hung like the early morning 
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fog on a winding river. The unionized workforce 
across the entire United States would fight for the 
eight hour day. This deadline was set for May 1, 
1886 by the Federation of Organized Trades and 
Labor Unions in 1884. On May 3, 1886 violence 
surfaced at the McCormick Plant. The locked out 
unionists and the strike breakers clashed at quitting 
time. Four hundred private police, the Pinkertons, 
were guarding the plant. Shots rang out, the stench 
of gunpowder snaked its way through the air as if 
in suspended animation. When the smoke cleared 
at least two McCormick workers lay dead (some 
newspaper accounts reported six). The Pinker-
ton’s… just started shooting. 

The unionists (called anarchists back then) were 
infuriated. They called for a rally to be held the 
next day, May 4, 1886 at the Haymarket. Leading 
the indictment of police brutality the day before 
was August Spies.  Mr. Spies was editor of the 
socialist newspaper Arbeiter-Zeitung (Workers’ Times). 
He spoke to a crowd estimated to be as many as 
3000. The police were conspicuously present just 
across the dusty turn-around. Mr. Spies addressed 
those in attendance and urged non-violence, but it 
was not to be. As the tower clock approached 
10:30 p.m. Chicago’s finest were called upon to 
disperse the crowd. In formation the police started 
to sweep down the street intent on removing the 
union trash. Before they reached the denizens 
someone from the street dwellers tossed a bomb 
into the police regiment. The fizz lasted seconds 
and then a fireball engulfed the police like a blan-
ket coddling a sleeping child. Officer Mathias Da-
gan was killed instantly. The police regained their 
wits and opened fire causing the worker assembly 
to scatter. Early eye witness accounts claimed the 
police started shooting everywhere, in the chaos, 
felling their own. Of course the workers fired first; 
at least that’s what the Official police report stated. 
In a very short period of time, minutes really, sixty 
police officers and seventy civilians lay wounded. 
The death toll grew to seven policemen and 4 
workers.  

An outpouring of support for the police ensued 
from the community, companies, and the main 
stream newspapers of the day. The assumption 
was obvious that the anarchists caused the riot. 
One man was arrested twice as the bomb maker 
and thrower and released twice. He disappeared 
soon after his second release. The police moved 
quickly and on May 5th raided the socialist news-
paper Arbeiter-Zeitung. Mr. Spies, the editor, was 
arrested along with 7 others. Their trial lasted just 
shy of 8 weeks. Choosing a jury took three weeks 
and the jurors chosen had a particular bias against 

the defendants. The judge, the honorable Joseph 
Gary, was openly antagonistic towards the defend-
ants. No concrete evidence and very little circum-
stantial evidence lead a trail to any of the suspects.  
Still, a guilty verdict was a far gone conclusion. 
Seven of the convicted received death by hanging 
while one offender was sentenced to fifteen years 
in prison.  

Relax 
A ship rolls in the wave 
Coffee is cold 
Your house blows away 
Do you think it’s the end of the world? 
 
Relax 
 
No money  
The rent is due 
The cupboard is empty  
Do you think it’s the end of the world? 
 
Relax 
 
The car won’t start 
Bread has turned green 
A cherished one dies 
Do you think it’s the end of the world? 
 
Relax 
 
Twists and turns, 
Round and round 
It’s not the end of the world 
It’s just life 
 
Relax 

Scene 1 
The flight was mostly uneventful, although our 
take-off was a little bumpy. A very unusual vibra-
tion went through the chairs just as the wheels left 
the tarmac like a wave cheer at a packed stadium.  

The engines whined and took us to 35,000 feet 
where calm swarmed the cabin. The skies were 
mixed. Looking out the portal, eye level and up, 
the scene was the bluest of blue, bright and vi-
brant. Looking down where the earth once existed 
was the largest pillow top mattress I’d ever seen. 
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Of course in truth it was only clouds that parted 
like the Biblical Red Sea upon our descent. The 
stewardess announced a 10 minute early arrival 
into Washington National. That would put us at 
the metro station by 9:00 a.m.  

On the way through the airport I stopped at a 
double phone booth; one phone was out of service 
and the working phone had an alien substance on 
the receiver I did not recognize. It was green and 
black and extremely sticky. I reached in the trash 
can and grabbed a piece of newspaper to cradle 
the phone. I held it about 3 inches from my ear for 
obvious reasons. I called Greyhound from that pay 
phone and our bus was on time and scheduled for 
a 5:40 p.m. departure. The thought of being a tour-
ist, albeit for a little more than 8 hours in the Na-
tion’s Capitol, sounded terrific to me. I had never 
been there. 

When we arrived at the metro entrance an escala-
tor lowered us to the caverns below that snaked in 
every direction throughout this very cosmopolitan 
city. The metro stop teamed with people of every 
size, shape, and ethnicity. The only thing missing 
was the murmur of voices. Turnstiles clicking like 
machine gun fire, shoes clacking the floor, the 
crumple of newspapers and the growl of the next 
train gliding out of the tunnel combined for a very 
rhythmic ensemble. At that instant I knew, I’m 
gone ‘a like it here! 

The Metro Map looked like a spider with rather 
large divergent length tentacles of Red, Yellow, 
Green, Orange, and Blue. Where would we go 
next? The White House was a must. The United 
States Capital, The Supreme Court, Union Station, 
and the Washington Monument would work as 
well. We jumped on the Red Line and got off at 
the Federal Triangle stop. We exited the metro like 
we entered, with an escalator ride that delivered us 
within a couple of blocks of the White House. 
Everything else was within walking distance. By 
not entering any of these landmarks we were able 
to pass all of them snapping pictures along the 
way. Lunch was at the historic Old Ebbitt Grill.  

We watched our time and the last stop was Union 
Station. It was also home to the Greyhound Bus 
terminal. This architectural marvel was originally 
built in 1907 showcasing high ceilings, arches, 
marble and granite, a work of art in every sense 
crafted by artisans fresh from Europe. 

The mammoth clock on the wall in the station 
rotunda was approaching 4:50 p.m. and we headed 
for the bus boarding. 20 minutes later John 
Hampel and I were not only boarding a Grey-

hound Silversides headed to the Harry Lundeberg 
School of Seamanship in Piney Point, Maryland, 
we were starting one of the adventures of a life-
time.  

Scene 2 
We boarded a bus that was absent of any dirt or 
dust.  The seats were outsized, leather and relax-
ing. The diver wore a uniform similar to a pilot. 
Crisp grey shirt with press marks and a greyhound 
embroidered above his left breast pocket. Same 
color pants with a crease so sharp if touched could 
certainly cut a finger. He wore a crush cap with a 
Greyhound Medallion center, just above the bill. 
He was 100% professional toe tips to the end of 
the hair on his head. Greyhound was a great un-
ionized U.S. company until the airlines and deregu-
lation of the early 80’s killed them dead.  

 The Greyhound Bus pulled out of the station 5:40 
sharp on to 1st Street, NW. After that it was a myr-
iad of streets and parkways and Inter-States a per-
son could not keep track of. It was early April and 
the Cherry Blossom Festival was in full swing. The 
smell throughout the city was one of rose and 
cherry, subtle but pungent at the same time. The 
bus ride to our destination was quite the joy. The 
sun was heading west and an orange glaze covered 
the skyline. We would travel 71 miles and the Sil-
verside Bus would drop us at the Harry Lundeberg 
School of Seamanship, the 1st step in becoming a 
mariner. The time was 7:00 p.m. It was clearly 
dusk, but not yet dark.  

We were told to bring a toilet kit, 3 pair under-
wear, 3 undershirts, the clothes on our back and 
not more than $50 cash. The school would supply 
the rest. First stop after check-in was the PX. They 
gave us 2 pair khaki pants and 2 short sleeve khaki 
shirts that served as a uniform. A blue baseball cap 
with an ornate ship’s wheel (as in steering) stitched 
with Seafarers International Union on the front was 
also part of the uniform.  2 pair blue jeans, 2 long 
sleeve blue cottons (blue cotton work shirt), 2 
short sleeve blue cottons, 1 pair work boots, 3 pair 
socks, 3 white tee shirts and an army green duffle 
bag to store our gear were additionally handed out. 
There were 4 barracks type buildings that slept 16 
and we were sent to patrol 2. The barracks were 
similar to a small bungalow. Looking at the front 
of our new home there were 2 doors, one at each 
end. Just inside the doors was the sleeping area 
comprised of 2 rows of bunk beds end to end. On 
each side of the large room was a partition wall. 
One divided the sleeping area from the locker 
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room and its twin wall on the other side divided 
the sleeping room from the heads (ship jargon for 
bathroom). We were assigned a locker and bunk 
and after a very long day we hit the sack.  

The school worked on 24 hour time and 0500 the 
next morning we were up and at ‘um. We got 3 
squares a day and the food was pretty darn good. 
Classes in the morning and field work in the after-
noon made the days just fly by. The school cam-
pus was situated on the Chesapeake Bay and the 
word beauty does not begin to describe the rolling 
hills, the morning sun glistening on the open wa-
ter, and the ships that belonged to the school tied 
up in the harbor. Paradise might come close.  

On one of the weekends we got the opportunity to 
sail the Manitou. This yawl was named the “float-
ing White House” by John F. Kennedy when he 
was President. Owned by the taxpayers it was sold 
to the Harry Lundeberg School in 1968. Never in 
my wildest dreams did I think a poor kid from the 
South Side of St. Louis would sail the Chesapeake 
on John F. Kennedy’s sailboat. Teakwood and 
brass, sleek and 62 feet long the Manitou was a 
masterpiece. Wow! What a journey.  

My friend John and I were a little better off than 
many of the recruits as it relates to education and 
social skills. Many in our class were lacking some 
of the most basic social skills that made the chore 
of placement difficult. Training here in Piney Point 
was to last a basic 8 weeks. We were quite sur-
prised when we were told we would graduate the 
school and be issued our Z Number (Coast Guard 
identification) after 4 weeks. We needed a passport 
picture and had to be fingerprinted. This Z-Card 
was similar to a driver’s license with a picture and 

our classifications on the back. It took 2 days for 
this to develop.   

We were sent off by private bus to the Seafarers 
Local Union Hall in Norfolk, VA. The ride was 
bumpy, the seats were hard, and bus had a rancid 
redolence most likely from few interior cleanings. 
The ride itself was 4 hours long and tolerable only 
by the striking scenery we witnessed along the way. 
Actually our long ride was to a hotel within walk-
ing distance to the union hall. The hotel was Vic-
torian in style and unfortunately in need of some 
serious tuck pointing. The revolving door 
squeaked and at one point in the revolution need-
ed a little more muscle to maintain traction. The 
lobby was rundown with new paint and carpet an 
inescapability. Oh, but the wainscoting was incred-
ible. This fanciful woodwork was produced by 
artists, no different than a Monet, van Gogh, or 
Dali. Modern architecture lacks anything near this 
breathtaking detail. Rounding out the lobby was a 
grand staircase the curved to the second floor in its 
day, nothing less than majestic.   

We reached the union hall every morning by 6:00 
a.m. It was a modern building by 60’s standards. 
We worked there sweeping up, mopping up, clean-
ing the bathrooms, cutting grass, etc., usually till 1 
p.m. They provided lunch and quitting time was 
usually no later than 3 p.m. This type duty went on 
for about 5 days and on that 5th day around 8:00 
a.m. the dispatcher opened his sliding window and 
hollered… DECKER!... HAMPEL! 
YOU’RE ON CALL!! We got a ship. We’re 
head ‘in to the pier. We’re go ‘in deep sea!!  
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K A I  C .  G A R C I A  
As I read  
As I read, “I Want You Women up North to 
Know,” I could not help thinking about the doc-
umentary I saw on television about how Wal-Mart 
and other clothing chains, manage to employ 
women and children in India and other third world 
countries for a few dollars a week, a fraction of the 
minimum wage in the United States.  

I find it fascinating that wages slavery is an ongo-
ing issue in the 21st century. At the turn of the 
20th century this country employed the poorest to 
clothe the richest, today there has not been much 
of change. The rich has taken its labor to the 
poorest people in other countries, so we can have 
those $6.00 shorts that we may not even need. We 
are not conscious of what human hands have gone 
thru in order to keep some money in our pockets, 
the same money that was shorten to that country. 

As we walk thru the aisles fascinated with what is 
on sale, we are oblivious of what is happening at 
that same moment on the other side of the world. 
There is a mother waking up exhausted from work 
from the day before. She does not have a voice in 
her work place and neither those women from the 
North almost a century ago. If only we knew what 
these women and children go thru, it would illu-
mine consciousness but the sale of those shorts or 
jeans overshadows all that we know or care to 
know.  

Pretty and tiny indeed 
Pretty and tiny they are indeed 
Their message is, however everything but what we 

see. 
Loud and powerful their message is intended 
With just a few words printed  
No pun intended. 
 
In every shape and sizes they come. 
Circles, square, rectangle and octagon, 
Like ornaments on a Christmas tree, 
People may not even take notice. 
However, they are hanging indeed. 
 
Let’s wear it and wear it well. 
Corporate will notice “…and justice for all” 
From the other side of the negotiating table. 
Would negotiating a fair contract be our last deed? 
We hope so, oh yes indeed. 

Sonnet 
 
Once again I am lost in thoughts. 
Making things up in my head as I go along with 

this life 
That only thrives on what should have been 
And what could have been.  
Where are my present thoughts? Where is my 

presence? 
Perhaps in the past, Perhaps in the future  
Perhaps I should not be afraid of the present. 
I can only be afraid of the unknown and  
What I already know neither the future or 
The past can keep me sane in the present. 

Historical Event 
One historical incident, which I have read in the 
past and have always stayed with me, is “The 1911 
Triangle Factory Fire”. Pat, one of my Professors, 
had us read it in our Introduction of Labor Studies 
class.  

My grandparents migrated to the United States 
around that era and although they did not settle in 
New York, they had the same issues these workers 
had in Vieques, Puerto Rico, where they made 
their home. My mother told me about the factory 
conditions that existed, including sanitary condi-
tions; they had to make their own latrines, for 
those who do not know what a latrine is, it is basi-
cally a hole in the ground a few feet deep, support-
ed by a seat. Workers will have to do their necessi-
ties out in the open and work long hours. Those 
workers could have been my grandparents and 
could not help to think that there was no compen-
sation to offer these victims because of their im-
migration status. 

As I read the story’s detail, they were not practic-
ing proper safety procedures. Did they care to? or 
an immigrant’s life was indispensable? The door to 
the stair well was locked, workspace was cluttered, 
and the floors were oily, which helped spread the 
fire and these were just a few hazards listed. Now-
adays we will not find conditions like these in the 
United States, because there are laws that forbid it. 
Incidents like this factory fire has enabled labor 
unions to demand better safety conditions and in 
time they have. We are not consciously aware of 
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the fact that the safety conditions we have now in 
place are due to incidents where workers lost their 
lives. 

Unfortunately, companies have taken their busi-
ness to other countries that allow inhumane condi-
tions, like we have read in the factory fire. These 
third world countries have no choice but to accept 
terms and conditions that belittles them. I am cer-
tain that what happened in New York in 1911, has 
happened in another country. Is a shame how cor-
porations see and feel about their labored force. 

Peter’s Paintings 
Peter paints beautiful pictures to ease his pain.  
Although his portraits are pretty, they are sold for 
just pennies in the park. 
Every once in a while, his mother Petra takes his  
Paintings and sell them for a lot more than Peter 
sells the for. 
 
Everyone in the village is fascinated with Peter’s 
Paintings, however, nobody pays attention. 
Whose paintings are these? Are these Peter’s paint-

ings? 
Peter’s painting tell a story, which  
Is presented visually for all the people in the village 

to see. 
 
Precious are his paintings and the message 
they are projecting. People in the village can only 

perceive 
what is not being seen from these paintings.  
Peter’s message of hope is being projected thru 
beautiful pastels and various colors.  
Hidden is the message from Peter’s 
Painting to his people. 
 

Heather 
As everyone stared, she continued telling her story. 
No one said it was going to be easy, being in a 
vulnerable position in which the listener is left to 
make judgments on what they hear. These judg-
ments’, which can be spiritual, emotional and 
physical can be done consciously and unconscious-
ly. They are all part of who we are. Heather is her 
name and she is sharing her story of strength and 
hope with her seven o’clock group. Heather says, 
“Weather you have a year sober or a number of 
years, it does not matter, we are all on the same 
boat”. Life in sobriety can have be difficult if one 
does not have the right tools. 

The nods on their heads may signify acceptance or 
it may signify something else, who knows? As 
Heather tell her past lies, deceits, she starts to heal 
for caring for herself and her pain. She realizes that 
all there is only one present and it belongs to her. 
As she speaks in her soft tone, sounds of ceiling 
fan could be heard also heard. A man clear his 
throat probably a sign that the truth will come out, 
just as Heather’s. 

As her story comes to an end, there is a sense of 
relief on her face. Could be that she will be free to 
leave these four yellow walls and substitute them 
for a shade under a tree? Or maybe she is releasing 
herself to the universe and silently ask the universe 
to understand her will for her.  

Heather’s story touched many, including nineteen 
year old, Regia. Regia, like Heather, has been 
struggling for quite some time. After the meeting, 
Regia asked Heather, “how did you find the 
strength to work thru the pain”, Heather an-
swered, “It comes from within, we heal from the 
inside out”.  

Two women, one journey. No one knows when or 
where we will find answers to our questions, even 
questions we have yet ask ourselves. Regia and 
Heather had it all, a loving family, a home to go to, 
but all went away when they chased that first drug. 
“Were you valued by your parents” Regia asked. “I 
was treated like I was a mistake,” answered 
Heather. They looked at each other and immedi-
ately knew they had many things in common. 

Heather is ten years Regia’s senior, and has been 
on the recovery journey for some time. She under-
stands Regia, because she has been there. Heather 
knows that she can be a good influence on Regia 
and is hoping that they would exchange numbers 
and begin an endeavor that would change of their 
lives. 

The Group 
As the group sets into their seats, a musky smell 
lingers in this grey room. Faded posters are hung 
on the wall, whose paint job is already cracking. It 
seems years since these walls have seen mainte-
nance. Even the air vents could use some dusting. 
Everyone in the room looks around with anticipa-
tion on who is going to speak tonight.  

Veronica, the six feet red head with a butterfly 
tattoo on her arm, is the most curious of the other 
girls present tonight. She is mesmerized with eve-
ryone, as if she has never seen other women be-
fore.  
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Veronica: (speaking to herself) What is this place? 

Stephanie, an outspoken blond with freckles, no-
tices it.  

Stephanie: is everything all right, have you been 
here before? 

Veronica: no, this is my first meditation meeting”.  

They both shake hands and introduced themselves 
to each other.  

Stephanie: Have you ever meditated before? 

Veronica: No, I have not. I have attempted to do it 
on my own, but it does not work. My head is full 
of chatter. 

Stephanie: Well, this will help; the facilitator is 
good on making us leave our own heads. 

A little oriental woman walks in holding a white 
candle. 

Stephanie: there she is? 

Veronica: who? 

Stephanie: the facilitator, the one who will guide us 
in meditation. 

The oriental woman: good evening, my name is 
Chao. 

The group: good evening 

Chao seems to be in her sixty’s, but her energy 
gives her a younger look. She is always smiling and 
reflecting a positive energy that is intoxicating. 

Chao: today we are going to still in stillness.  

Veronica and Stephanie look at each other and 
smile. 

Chao: sit up right, shoulders down away from your 
ears. Breathe thru your nose, allowing the oxygen 
to flow and fill your lungs.  

As the women try to find their alignment, the 
sounds of breath takes over the room. All over 
sudden the room sounds like the sea is splashing 
against the shore. 

Veronica tries to relax, but is not working for her. 

Veronica: (whispers) this is not working. 

Her whisper was loud enough for Stephanie to 
hear. 

Stephanie: just relax and breathe, concentrate on 
something that makes you happy. 

Veronica inhales and exhales loudly. The girls in 
the room noticed it. 

Veronica: I will try 

Stephanie: looks at Veronica, who obviously was 
trying too hard, and smiles. She reaches out and 
gives her a comfort touch. 

Veronica smiles back 

Veronica: thank you 

Stephanie: breathe.  

Transgender 
One issue that requires social attention is sex 
change from our own coworkers. In the past I 
have encountered some transgender at work and I 
have had no problems with accepting them. Re-
cently a close friend of mine surprised me when he 
told me that he was in the process changing his 
sex. I have never been so scared for my friend, not 
for his decisions but for the way other colleagues 
will react. I feel society has not yet accepted the 
transgender community.  

I live in Hollywood/Ft. Lauderdale area and it is 
common, as part of their entertainment scenery 
for men to perform as women. We call them drag 
queens. Society has accepted their lifestyle to some 
extent. The same people who give them a dollar 
for their performance may have no idea these men 
in dresses may want their righteous place in socie-
ty. They want to be judge by who they are not 
what they other people think they want them to 
be. 

Could we ever accept someone that has change its 
sex? In Canada, a transgendered woman was al-
lowed to compete in Miss Canada Universe, after 
knowing that the candidate was born a man. He 
began taking hormones and constructive surgery 
when he was in his teen. Now a grown woman, 
she is ready to embark on her dream of someday 
becoming Miss Universe. Jenna Telackova is the 
name of the lady was close to winning Miss Cana-
da Universe. If she had won, she would have been 
entitled to compete in the Miss Universe pageant.  

Are transgender issues a social or political issue? I 
believe is both. We are able to tolerate a 
transgender but when we are involved in a matter 
close to heart, would we be able to accept? 
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A N T H O N Y  G R O V E R  
The Routine 
It’s the first day back to work from vacation, what 
more can be said about that? As I pulled into the 
parking lot of the station, it appeared to be busi-
ness as usual. The station itself is an aging struc-
ture; a lovely shade of blue and gray, drab would 
be a fitting description. There are cars scattered 
about the parking lot and several co-workers mov-
ing about their daily routines. Once inside, I begin 
to see new faces, people who were transferred in 
from other areas around the department, some 
happy, some not. It’s part of the routine, some-
thing you come to expect after you’ve been around 
for a while.  

Finally, my desk is in sight, a plain steel govern-
ment issued desk. Thankfully, I’m able to make it a 
little more bearable and personalize it with a few 
family photos and an alligator head. The alligator 
head was given to me some years ago by my co-
workers. It was their attempt at humor and a way 
to symbolize the attitude of my former K9 partner, 
my beloved German Shepard, Argo.  

Once secured in the comfort of my desk, I start 
my day as I have so many others, sifting through e-
mails, reading reports, and answering the gamut of 
questions from officers. You have to understand, 
as a sergeant, a first line supervisor, your expected 
to know the answer to every conservable question, 
in every situation imaginable, not so much. For the 
next eight hours my name is officially, “Hey 
Sarge”.  

As day one marches forward, I seem to be paying 
more attention to the clock than anything else. 
This day seems to be dragging on forever. After a 
few hours, finally, freedom, I head straight to my 
car and out on the street. You see, for a cop, the 
last thing in the world you want to do is sit at a 
desk. As the night pushes forward, it’s the usual, 
mundane calls, nothing that really helps pass the 
time. After six hours of riding around, that mo-
ment of chaos, that adrenaline rush, it never came, 
just another routine day. 

Buttons 
Small words, powerful message 
Arranged randomly, organized gracefully 
Bright colors, bold letters 

Round shapes, random sizes 
Together we stand, ever forward 
 
Differing words, same message 
Large circles with Small Circles 
Pictures and portraits 
Statements and pleas  
United we fight, ever forward 
 
Promoting and denouncing 
Stand together, all as one 
Pride and strength 
United, undivided 
Unity with passion, ever forward 

Roll Call and Beyond 
Each day before the officers hit the streets, they 
assemble in a time-honored ritual known as roll 
call. Usually, about ten minutes prior to the start of 
roll call many officers are milling about the station 
chatting with each other, passing the time. Some 
are reading, some getting dressed, others typing 
away on the computer, finishing the previous day’s 
reports.  

Eventually they all gather in a small room, painted 
in the traditional government color of bland blues 
and grays, with the walls covered in “look-out” 
bulletins, wanted poster and overtime opportuni-
ties. Shortly thereafter, the supervisors arrive and 
take the podium to dish out the evenings post 
assignments. An assigned post is the specific area, 
within a geographical police district that an officer 
is assigned to work. “Jones 3B1, Smith 3B2”, and 
so on until everyone has their assignments.  

After about 10 minutes, things usually wind down 
and the jokes start to fly. You see, police have a 
somewhat unique sense of humor, a way of dealing 
the chaos and carnage most people run away from. 
It usually involves embarrassing a co-worker or 
two in front of his or her peers; with a barrage of 
jokes about something they did on a call the night 
before. It’s all in good fun and as the saying goes 
“If they mess with you, they like you, if they don’t 
mess with you, it’s because they don’t like you”. 
Usually the rookies take the brunt of this ritual; it’s 
a long standing tradition and a form of acceptance.  
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Finally, everyone starts to head out of the building, 
into the parking lot, which at shift change resem-
bles rush hour on a busy downtown New York 
Street. From here everyone grabs their car and 
heads off into the evening to see what fun and 
terror lies ahead. 

As the day slowly progresses, the calls start to 
steadily roll in.  Nothing crazy yet, just the stand-
ard, routine stuff that occupies your day like traffic 
accidents, domestic disputes, thefts, and so on.  
But then, around 5pm, the police radio cracks and 
the dispatcher says, “Radio to two-baker-three and 
two-baker-four, respond to 123 main street for a 
subject, armed with a knife.”  As it would later 
turn out, the subject was despondent over an earli-
er dispute with a roommate and had destroyed the 
house and threatened to kill anyone that came in 
to get him.   

 The first officer to arrive on scene was Smith, a 
fresh out of the police academy rookie.  He was 
easy to spot all 5’-8” and 150 pounds soaking wet, 
in his freshly pressed uniform, shinny shoes, brand 
new, un-worn leather gear and that youthful, hap-
py look about him.   He was a walking recruitment 
poster.  As he made his way into the house, he 
called, “police department, can you come out?”  
After sever ill-fated attempts, Smith eventually 
located the gentleman in the kitchen.  There he 
stood, a large in stature man, standing somewhere 
in the 6’-2” range, and weighing in at about 250 
pounds, covered in sweat, glazed over look in his 
eyes, huffing and puffing and mumbling some 
gibberish to himself, knife in hand.     

 As Smith stood there with his hand on his still 
holstered gun, he spoke in a somewhat shaken, 
crackling voice, “Sir, could you please put the knife 
down, we just want to help”.  He got nothing.   
This attempt at dialogue went on for a few 
minutes, until, his back-up arrived.   

 Thankfully, in walked two of the more veteran 
guys on his shift, Jones and Clark.  Between them 
that had several decades on the job, and it showed.  
Both were larger men, with graying hair.  They 
wore uniforms that had not seen an iron in years 
and their leather gear was worn and almost tat-
tered.  It was worn as somewhat of a badge of 
honor.  They were in clear contradiction to Smith’s 
appearance.  There was an air of confidence about 
them as they spoke.  “Whatcha got here Smithy,” 

asked Clark.  Then Jones spoke up, “We’ll take it 
from here son.”   

 Without missing a beat, Clark spoke to the knife 
wielding man in his monotone voice and said, 
“Mister, your gonna have to put the knife down, 
or bad things are gonna happen.”  The man stood 
in amazement, starring at the two older officers, 
but had failed to drop the knife.  At that point, as 
if it were a choreographed scene from a Broadway 
musical, Clark reached for his sidearm and rested 
his hand on the butt of the gun, while at the same 
time Jones stuck his fingers in his own ears, as if to 
protect them from an impending gunshot.  Seeing 
this, the man immediately dropped the knife and 
surrendered to them without incident.  

 As the officers were walking out of the house, 
Smith, with somewhat of a puzzled look on his 
face, asked the man, “why did you listen to them 
and not me?”  Without hesitation the man replied, 
“because I knew you weren’t gonna do nothing, 
but I knew they woulda killed me”.   

 As they got into their cars, Jones said to Smith, 
“Good job kid, just remember, some things you 
can’t learn from a book.” 

The Contract 
Benefits and wages we all must vote 
Each year we gather with glee and hope 
We beg we barter, we plea and sigh 
Each year we hope for a slice of the pie  
 
In halls and offices we gather with pride 
We stand together, and will not divide 
We ask for more, they offer us less 
We can’t go on with this awful mess  
 
Today we vote, our spirits are high 
Stand together no fear in our eye 
Yes to accept and no to decline 
We’ve done our part; I know we’re fine  
 
If nothing more we stood united 
We showed our pride it’s undivided 
But in the end I know we’ll prevail 
We have our pride, it will never fail. 
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B R I T T A N Y  H O W A R D  
Letters and Creative  
Expression 
Dear Rebel Girl, 

Your hard work in this cold world, it shows me an 
example of how to be a woman not a spoiled little 
girl. Some are fortunate to not have to lift even a 
pinky finger, but I’m with you striving to be a win-
ner. We may not have many diamonds or pearls, 
but our strength can be shown to everyone in the 
world. Working hard day to day for very little pay, 
one day we will see much brighter days. Your cou-
rageous and prosperity give strength as one day 
hard work will come to an end and brighter days 
will begin.  

Sincerely,  

Brittany  

Found Poems: Buttons 
We don’t need a voice  
What we wear says it for us  
Different color Different shapes 
We are our own heroes and our buttons are our 

Capes  
We don’t need a voice  
We wear our buttons  
They can see when they look at us  
Different colors different saying  
Although we are different we want the same things  
Better pay better rights 
Through our buttons we strive & take on the fight  
Let’s do it together 
I’m not strike  
A union chick  
That’s alright  
Through solidarity we have a voice  
Union pride gives us much noise 

Historical Research:  
Shirt Waist  
March twenty fifth nineteen eleven  
did you think you’d leave work and go to heaven?  
You worked long hours,  to feed your families  

Due to this tragedy; many children have lost their 
mommy 

Held as a prisoner, working for pennies was your 
life  

It was all over, as the building burned and souls 
took flight  

Brave and courageous, shall be placed next to your 
name 

management was found “Innocent”, they are the 
ones to blame 

Poetic Traditions: The 
Love of No Other 
It started off as a pea size shape 
When I first saw it, I knew it would never escape 
Through my body I would help it grow 
On the black and white screen… so much love for 

whom I do not even know 
A boy or a girl 
I’m going to give you the world 
Teach you wrong from right 
And guide you through life 
The love from a mother 
Is like no other 
And the love from you 
Every day is brand new 

Free Verse: Enjambment  
My Heart races as I  
Pace; to finish through the  
Maze; of life 
One last cry from my  
Eyes; as my soul grows cold and  
Bitter; so young at times so  
Dumb; I guess my heart is  
Numb; your lip shall say no  
Apologies; my ears only heard  
Lies to me; in the end you started a  
New life for me  

Drama: Bedtime Police 
The purple room with Dora décor always seems to 
turn into a screaming match as the clock strikes 
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8pm. The little 5 year old girl Amari who slumbers 
in that purple room, knows what happens at 8pm. 
She nervously stares at the clock await her daily 
fate as if it should come as a surprise.  Although 
she understands what must take place, she sets up 
her mind to think of endless ways to get out of the 
situation. 

Its bedtime, Amari’s mom calls out from the 
kitchen while washing the pile of dishes from sup-
per.  

“But mommy…” 

“But nothing Amari, it is time for bed”.  

Amari has a way of getting what she wants…the 
whole “mommy” thing really does the trick. On 
this particular night, Amari’s mother was exhaust-
ed from work and needed to start her school.  

“HMPH! How am I going to get this girl to sleep 
and keep the little energy I have to do my school 
work”? Amari’s mom thinks to herself while plot-
ting. 

All of a sudden the phone rings.. There is a MAN 
with a deep voice. He sounds quite scary, demand-
ing, and he wants to talk to AMARI. Amari’s 
mother hands her the phone. Amari is excited 
thinking it may be her NaNa or Grammy. Amari is 
surprised when she hears the demanding deep 
voice. 

“Is the Amari?” Says the man on the phone 

“Yes” she says with much hesitation 

“This is the bed time police. You must go to bed 
now or you will be in big trouble”. Says the de-
manding man. 

“If you don’t go to bed, you will get a visit from 
me, and you don’t want visits from me do you?” 

“No!!!!” yells, Amari as she presses the end button  

“Mommy, can I please go to sleep now, I’m scared 
and I need to go to sleep NOW, the bed time po-
lice will come if I don’t”.  

“Sure sweety” Amari’s mother says as she texts 
Pop-Pop to say “Good one THANKS.” 

Creative Activism:  
Pro CHOICE! 
I never said it was right, but I knew it was worth 

the fight 
Has this seed giving me;  a bad title for my future 

to be 
I am young sometimes I am naïve and dumb; but 

for some; they have none 
I didn’t drop out for it, because there’s always a 

way 
I didn’t stop my life for it, it made new days 
Sometimes tiresome, irritated, and even angry I 

can get 
But to putting me out the house won’t fix anything 
Although it remains your biggest threat for it 
It has came, it will not go, it has feeling, that you 

should know 
It’s a part of you as it’s a part of me give it a few 

months 
and that you will see 
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J A C K  J .  M A L L O R Y  
What Kind of America 
 
What kind of America  
 
allowed workers to burn to death behind locked 

doors 
conducted trials, 
found the guilty innocent and apologized for the 

inconvenience 
 
allowed workers to be shot to death by police and 

militias 
conducted congressional hearings, 
found no wrongdoing 
 
What kind of America were we 
when these things happened? 
 
What kind of America 
 
allows corporate greed and captains of industry 
to write the rules, 
and break them with impunity 
 
gives rights to all in the name of independence, 
then denies them in the name of capitalism 
 
allows the poor, immigrants, infirm and elderly 
to live in squalor and fear, 
faceless and voiceless 
 
What kind of America are we 
is this what we want to be? 

Morning Ritual 
It is another morning, like many others before. 
Still dark outside, as dark as it can be with the dim 
glow of street lights streaming in my windows. 
Like normal, I wake up before the alarm goes off 
and wander into the bathroom, somehow manag-
ing to avoid tripping on a random pair of shoes my 
wife left on the floor.  

While answering the call of nature, the alarm clock 
loudly screams its proclamation before sunrise, 
announcing the beginning of another day, similar 
to the crowing of roosters from my childhood. I 

finish my business and rush back into the bed-
room, hoping to stop the monstrous sound before 
it wakes my wife only to find her disapproving 
glare as I silence the beast until tomorrow. 

I walk out of the bedroom almost feeling twin 
holes from her fiery stare burning into my back, 
heading for the kitchen. I hear the coffee pot mak-
ing its customary gurgling death rattle, telling the 
world that it is finished with its daily chore. Three 
ice cubes and a quick pour over the sink provides 
what is needed to shake off the remnants of spider 
webs that are still clouding my mind. 

It is warm outside, there is a gentle breeze pushing 
the smell of roses at me while I sit on the patio, 
drinking my coffee and smoking a cigarette waiting 
for the sun to rise. It seems to be taking longer 
than normal for the darkness to fade, slowly giving 
way to blue skies capping an ugly pollution filled 
haze that covers the city. Hopefully the wind will 
blow it away, revealing gleaming buildings that are 
simulated tributes to different parts of the world. I 
light another cigarette, trying to delay the inevita-
ble trip inside for the shower and shave that signi-
fy the beginning of the end to the beginning of yet 
another day. 

Confronting Apathy 
Confronting apathy,  
voices falling on deaf ears? 
Entitlement society,  
expecting others to deal with their problems and 

fears. 
Cries for justice? 
Unreasonable demands? 
Not willing to do for all of us,  
nor willing to dirty their hands. 
Turning a blind eye to history, 
forgetting all that they know. 
Why is it a mystery 
that the Union doesn’t grow? 
‘Till we accept what being Union means, 
“Proud to be Union” aint worth a hill of beans. 

A Day at the Office 
Today I arrive before business hours and I am 
welcomed by the friendly banter of my coworkers 
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and the sounds and smells of the coffee maker; its 
strong bitter brew both enticing and repulsing me 
at the same time.  

I walk into my office, a lonely cube with one win-
dow that constantly stares at a bare wall without 
knowing what it is, the only place in sight that 
could be considered neat and tidy. I have to sit and 
stare for a minute to gather my thoughts, taking a 
panoramic view of what looks like the aftermath 
of a tornado. Papers, binders and books scattered 
around haphazardly, some placed in neat rows on 
a book shelf only to be piled upon with newer 
versions of their brethren. Maps and pictures that 
never seem to stay in place are on the walls, a fee-
ble effort to humanize a space that otherwise lacks 
animation.  

As I look around, I prepare myself for what needs 
to be done today. It could be a grievance, revising 
a contract, researching a political issue or schedul-
ing meetings to address any of the above. 

People have told me they don’t understand how I 
can work in this environment. I think they lack 
imagination, but they always get my standard an-
swer; any time spent putting things away or 
straightening pictures would only take time away 
from the many things required by my job. 

The environment in the main office remains con-
sistent as the day progresses. At eight a.m., the 
office opens with the blinds going up, sounding 
like a zipper. You can hear the buzz of interaction 
on both sides of thick glass that was installed years 
ago because of intimidation and threats made by 
people who were desperate for work. Some days 
the buzz is louder, usually when there are jobs to 
be had. Unfortunately in times like these, those 
days are not frequent enough. After a while, peo-
ple leave and the buzz dies down to a whisper. It is 
replaced with the sounds of telephones ringing, the 
occasional facsimile coming or going and the 
rhythmic sound of the copy machine duplicating 
bits and pieces of people’s lives. The acrid smell of 
toner and ink burning their images on cheap paper 
only serve as a reminder that we can all be reduced 
to such unintentional insignificance.  

Between the sounds and interruptions, it can be 
hard to focus; however, there are quiet times in the 
office. During lunch or after the office closes, I 
can work without being disturbed on things that 
require more concentration. 

A forty-five minute commute with only traffic, 
mindless noise on the radio and my thoughts 
about what was accomplished that day keep me 

occupied as I drive home. I try to let the day fade 
away, shifting my mind from these things so I can 
spend a little time with my wife, go to bed and 
start over again tomorrow. 

Buttons 
walking billboards,  
voicing opinions,  
taking a stand 
pride in belonging,  
joining together, 
supporting a cause 
making a plea,  
a protest,  
a choice; 
defining people, 
defining a movement 
using simple words, 
with profound meaning 

Wage Slavery Is Alive 
and Well 
Norma and Ignacio go to work today, much like 
they have for the last five years, arriving before 
sunrise to row upon row of new houses. It’s like 
every other day, painting raw drywall and stucco 
from sun up to sun down, wondering if el jefe will 
have money for this week and the week before.  

Together, they can make seven hundred dollars a 
week for their sweat. It’s more than they would 
make in a month where they came from. To them, 
it’s a small fortune, enough to share a cheap house 
with six other workers from their home town. 
They have enough to eat and still send a little 
money home to their families so they don’t starve. 

When they arrived in America, Norma and Ignacio 
thought the streets would be paved with gold; they 
could make enough money to support their fami-
lies and save enough to buy their own place when 
they went home. They soon found out that work-
ing in America was a lot like working in Mexico, 
no days off, el jefe telling them they didn’t do 
enough work, wondering if they were going to get 
paid. In some ways it was better, there was more 
money and there was lots of work. In some ways it 
was worse; ask about getting paid, el jefe would 
call la migra and they would be deported like some 
of the other workers had before. They didn’t have 
the money to pay another coyote to get back, so 
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they didn’t complain. They had enough money to 
pay another jefe for a job where they might get 
paid every week, but other workers told them that 
it was the same everywhere else and they were 
better off keeping what they had. 

What they and others like them don’t know is 
there are laws in America that are supposed to 
protect them, laws written over the last hundred 
years because workers who were practically slaves 
got tired of it and demanded justice. They don’t 
know there are laws about minimum wage, over-
time, safety. They don’t know that they make the 
same wages that other workers made to do the 
same work thirty years ago. All they know is work 
and fear of el jefe.  

The Morning After 
While this scene does contain real people, it is a 
work of fiction, based solely on my imagination 
and is not intended to be an allegation of wrong-
doing by any of the parties named within. 

Scene: A luxurious apartment in New York City 
that overlooks the site that was a shrine to Ameri-
can Capitalism, the former twin towers of the 
World Trade Center. The room is filled with Vic-
torian era furnishings and has an air of power, 
sophistication and aristocracy. 

David Koch: New York billionaire, Executive Vice 
President of Koch Industries, philanthropist, co-
founder of Americans For Prosperity, former Lib-
ertarian Vice-Presidential candidate and major 
source of funding for right wing think tanks and 
politicians. 

Scott Walker: Wisconsin Governor widely credited 
with creating the playbook for destroying public 
sector unions who just last night beat Big Labor in 
their effort to throw him out of office. 

At ten minutes before 9 am, Scott Walker arrives 
at the entrance to David Koch’s apartment. He 
took the earliest flight available from Waukesha to 
New York, knowing that traffic would suck and 
being late to a meeting with Koch was bad news.  

Walker knocks on the door which is quickly an-
swered by an aging man wearing a tuxedo. “Gov-
ernor Walker here to see Mr. Koch.” The butler 
replies, “Welcome Governor, please come in, Mr. 
Koch will see you in a few minutes”. 

Walking through the foyer into Koch’s formal 
living room is quite an experience for Walker; he 

had met many powerful people over the last few 
years but hadn’t ever been in a place that exuded 
power quite like this one. While taking a seat on a 
couch that must be over a hundred years old, the 
butler asks if he would like some coffee or tea. 
“Coffee, with cream and two sugars” was his reply. 

Walker is mildly annoyed at being summoned to 
New York, especially after the late night he just 
had celebrating his big win in the recall election. 
Adding to his aggravation, he had to sneak away 
from Wisconsin, avoiding the media that seems to 
follow his every move then running through the 
security gauntlet just to get to Koch’s door. Fifteen 
minutes passes with Walker sitting, waiting for 
Koch to come in. Fifteen minutes turns into thirty, 
then forty-five and finally Koch walks into the 
room. Walker’s mild annoyance has grown, be-
tween the lack of sleep, playing the game to get 
here and then waiting has worn his patience thin. 

Koch greets Walker as he walks into the room 
“Congratulations Scott, last night was a big deal. 
We achieved a victory that will have national im-
plications.” 

Walker: “I don’t know where you get the “We” 
from David. Don’t get me wrong, I appreciate 
everything you have done, but I’m the guy who 
won that election.” 

Koch: “Scott, you can call me Mr. Koch. If I 
hadn’t spent all that damn money and encouraged 
others like me to do so, you would be in the un-
employment line and you know it.” 

There is an uncomfortable pause, both men stew-
ing over the arrogance exhibited by the other 

Walker: “Sorry Mr. Koch, I’m a bit out of sorts 
today. I appreciate your call last night and hope 
that you don’t mind me trying to cut it short, I just 
don’t want to have a repeat of that crap last sum-
mer with the guy acting like he was you.” 

Koch: “That’s fine Scott, that little episode was 
embarrassing. I don’t mind spending money to get 
what I want, but I also don’t want to be in the 
spotlight.”  

After a short pause, Koch says: “Let’s get to it; I 
called you here for a reason. There are some things 
that I’d like for you to do for me and sooner is 
better than later.” 

Walker: “Mr. Koch, I’d be happy to help you, but I 
want to try and fly under the radar for a little 
while. Don’t want to get the natives riled up again 
before November.” 
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Koch: “Scott, I don’t know if you have time to 
wait until November. This whole John Doe thing 
has me worried. I need to be sure that my agenda 
gets done and if you are on the wrong side of that 
deal, it could delay things.” 

Walker: “I’m not sure....” 

Koch (interrupting Walker): “Listen, you are going 
to do what I want. You’re nothing but an actor 
and I’m writing the script from now on. I’ll do 
what I can to keep your ass out of trouble, but 
there is a price.” 

Walker: “Ok, ok, what do you want me to do?” 

Koch: “You did a pretty good job with the whole 
collective bargaining thing between stripping some 
of their rights and taking money out of their pock-
ets,  but it isn’t working as well as I thought, 
you’ve got to take away their rights completely. 
You also need to do right to work and some envi-
ronmental regulations stuff. Even though they’re 
small, those damn private sector unions are a 
thorn in my side. They drive up wages and increase 
regulations. My friends and I want to do business 
in Wisconsin, but the climate is better further 
south. Think about it, all the jobs we could bring 
there would almost guarantee wins in November 
and get you re-elected in a couple years.” 

Walker: “If you can give me a little time for things 
to cool down, I’ll try to do the union stuff, but 
environmental? There are a lot of supporters up in 
the north woods who would turn on us if we did 
that. The whole environment thing is why 
Holperin won his recall last summer.” 

Koch: “Like I said, sooner is better than later. My 
friends and I want all of it. Destroying the unions 

isn’t good enough. If you want me to bring those 
jobs, I’ve got to cut down some trees to make pa-
per towels. Those tree huggers will have to decide 
what’s more important, jobs or some obscure 
bug.” 

Walker: “I don’t think the union stuff will hurt 
much in November, it will be tough because the 
Democrats got the Senate, but I’ve got to wait on 
the environment stuff...” 

Koch: “Damnit Scott, aren’t you listening? You 
sold your soul to me and my friends and you are 
going to do what we tell you to. We will cut you 
off on the John Doe thing and even if you survive 
that, I’ll just pick your replacement in 2014. It’s 
been a while since I bought a Democrat, but they 
will do what I want. Look at Reagan, yeah he 
played it low key when he was a Democratic Gov-
ernor in California, but I got what I wanted. I 
wasn’t too happy when he beat us in 1980 as a 
Republican, but he sure made up for it with the 
whole PATCO thing.” 

Walker: “Mr. Koch, I’ll try to do what I can...” 

Koch: “Scott, I own you, trying isn’t good enough. 
Now get out of here, slither your slimy ass back to 
Wisconsin and get it done. By the way, I know that 
I shouldn’t need to tell you that you better keep 
my name out of this, but you need to watch out 
for the media, they’ll be looking for some way to 
connect us on all of this.” 

Walker: “Yes sir, I know. Thank you Mr. Koch.” 

As Walker is leaving, he catches a glimpse of Koch 
in a mirror facing back into the living room. 
Shocked, he realizes that he sold his soul to the 
devil. 
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C H A D  M C D O N A L D  
I Dreamt all Night  
I dreamt all night of the mighty beast, I sure hope 

we get to meet 
Ol’ Whiskers isn’t very polite, he always tries to 

evade me 
That morning, I could see the steam from the river 

rising so gracefully 
We ease into the boat so harmoniously, as if we 

done this a thousand times  
We don’t want to wake Ol’ Whiskers, if he is still 

sleeping 
We started the motor to begin on our journey 
Adrenaline was flowing through my veins, just like 

the river flows through its banks 
We eased to the place we thought Ol’ Whiskers 

may have been staying 
The fog was dense, but suddenly we hear this 

enormous splashing 
As we eased closer the splashing ceased  
Through the dense fog we could see our line; it 

was slack as if he was sleeping 
We cautiously grab the line 
Then in an instant we greet and say “Good Morn-

ing”, you ol’ rascal you weren’t sleeping 
He was twisting and turning, as we were pulling 

and screaming 
Damn, Ol’ Whiskers is frisky the first thing in the 

morning 

The Scent of Barbeque 
and Charcoal 
The scent of barbeque and charcoal were lingering 
in the air. This was the prevalent aroma on Crow 
Road, on Sunday afternoons in May, everyone was 
winding down from the weekend and preparing 
for their hectic life’s come Monday. Kyle has lived 
in this neighborhood for three years with his wife 
(Dawn) and Children (Cooper and Faith), they 
saved for many years to get the house of the 
dreams.  

It was 5:37 P.M. Kyle had to move his grill under 
his canopy by this time, because it had started 
drizzling rain. Cooper, Faith and the neighbor kid 
(Toby) were running in and out from underneath 
the canopy playing in the rain. Kyle thought to 
himself “man if I could just have a third of their 
energy.” Kyle glanced up at the sky, it was getting 

darker and clouds were moving around crazily. 
This type of weather was common in May in the 
Midwest, it wasn’t going to stop Chef Kyle from 
grilling his baby back ribs, in his mind he thought 
they would win any contest in the area maybe even 
with the big boys in Kansas City. 

Kyle glanced down at his watch to see how long 
his future prize winning ribs had been smoking.  It 
was 5:40 P.M. on the dot and the grill was at 200 
degrees he thought to himself “perfect, but would 
I expect anything else” he chuckled under his 
breath and took a quick glance at the kids. “I’m 
going to play dumb when I get into the house, I 
don’t want to get chewed out for those kids being 
all grubby” he thought to himself. 

Something out of the corner of Kyle’s eye caught 
his attention in the swirling sky. Even with the rain 
coming down a little harder now, he didn’t have 
any problems focusing on a formation of clouds 
chasing each other in a circle around the sky. He 
calmly shouted to the kids “get inside and tell 
mom to turn on the tv to see what the weather was 
like?” 

He refocused his attention to the sky when he did 
he got an eerie feeling and he didn’t know why at 
the time. Then suddenly, there was funnels darting 
down from the sky. There was three funnels work-
ing harmoniously with time, when they joined to-
gether the sky clasped before Kyle’ very own eyes. 
He ran screaming with fear through the house; 
“get to Faith’s room” like they had practiced sev-
eral times. The family and Toby in disbelief came 
to middle room of the house (Faith’s room), there 
stood Kyle holding the mattress of his baby girls 
bed. Then they knew this was no drill they went 
into the closet. Kyle laid his body across the mat-
tress in a gentle voice he said “I love you guys.” 
He then closed his eyes and started praying, it was 
now 5:42 P.M. 

Kyle braced himself for what he feared was com-
ing next.  The family and Toby heard noises they 
could never explain, these are noises so many have 
heard but not lived to tell about. They could feel 
the beast inching closer, there was an explosion 
then the house went into total darkness. Kyle has 
never feared darkness, but fear overcame him at 
this moment. Dawn and the children were now 
screaming franticly for their lives to be spared.  
Kyle told them to close their eyes and think of a 
peaceful place, the moaning and rumbling of the 
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beast was getting closer.  Kyle shouted “leave my 
family alone”, but the beast didn’t listen. The beast 
was now in the house destroying everything within 
its path. Everyone was screaming but the beast 
was so loud you couldn’t even hear yourself. Kyle 
grasped on to whatever he could grasp and he 
could feel the blood dripping from his fingers. He 
thought to himself “you can take me, but you will 
never get my family and just to let you know you 
have really pissed me off now.” At this point the 
house was being eaten by the beast; it was like the 
beast was a starving rabid animal.  The beast was 
grappling with the house and ripping it into shreds 
and throwing it up into the swirling wind. Kyle 
started shouting “ is everyone…..” then silence the 
beast had got the best of Kyle. 

When Kyle awoke from what he thought may have 
been a dream, soon turned into reality. There were 
heroes in uniforms standing above him. Then one 
of them asked “sir are you ok, we are here to help 
you.” Kyle replied “Where is my family and To-
by?” he started screaming everyone’s name. 

Dear Rebel Girl  
Dear Rebel Girl, 

I haven’t heard your courageous voice in some-
time; we need you more than ever so if you have 
time would you please reply. With an evil smile, 
they keep taking away what your hardened hands 
have given us, through the courage, pride and joy 
that you gave the Rebel boy. Our hands bleed and 
blister from endless hours of labor, but they don’t 
burden themselves with the fact we can’t afford 
the clothes for our own children. We don’t want 
much just our basic needs; food, shelter, and 
clothes would make us feel like we are living in 
luxury. I once heard Joe Hill say, “For it’s great to 
fight for freedom, with a Rebel girl.” We are pre-
pared to march with you to freedom; we just need 
you to lead the way. 

Sincerely, 

The Working Poor of Today 
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M I C H A E L  R O T H M I E R  
Women up North 
I wonder what they thought each day, the women 
embroiderers in the city “Where the Sun Spends 
the Winter.” Did the New York Juvenile Mfg. 
Corp. appreciate their travails; toiling through 
mind numbing days from sunrise to the witching 
hour with needle and thread for mere pennies?  I 
think not. 

Bent, bleeding, pontificating to her god, did 
Ambrosa long for better things?  No, she trusted 
Him. Catalina, mother of four and dying of con-
sumption; what did she ponder?  Who will feed my 
starving children I think.  Maria, spinster, full of 
emptiness; what did she feel?  Hopelessness I’m 
certain, like the residual peanut butter in the bot-
tom of the jar, unwanted, unreachable, hardening 
with time. 

Did the whimsical women up north, dressing their 
little cherubs in hand-made clothing give thought 
to who hand stitched their purchases?  Sadly, I 
think not.  Did they contemplate the beauty of the 
embroidery?  Yes, I believe they did.  

“Women up North, I want you know, I tell you 
this can’t last forever.  I swear it won’t.”  

Vote Dammit 
The right to vote sacrosanct,  
an enduring American right. 
Voice of the masses by ballot, 
if the ballot is marked.   
 
Apathy surrounds us, Indifference 
slowly polarizing working America. 
We procrastinate so we are not heard, 
fail to vote We fail to count. 
  
Rise up, rise up, and let our voices be strong, 
election day must hear our song. 
Get out the vote, get others involved, 
or else working class rights will get dissolved.  

Ocean and Beach 
Ocean swelling majestic and free 
Green waves crashing, rolling so near 

Roaring, cascading, beckoning me 
Vast horizon, skies ever so clear 
Frisbee soaring--defying time, resisting space 
Dog romping, frolicking, jumping so high 
Foamy coat, breathless attention, a smile on his 

face 
Ragged tail wagging, muzzle reaching the sky 
Children—imagination shaping the sand 
What shall it be, a castle I think 
Shovels, rakes, and buckets in hand 
Glowing faces, concentration, the day gone in a 

blink 
Drifting out of a daydream I slowly awaken 
Seeing the bleak walls of my office, the beach now 

forsaken 

The Attic 
The lone bulb hanging by a crumbling wire thread, 
shed weak yellow light on the narrow stairs to the 

attic door above.  
Holding the decaying handrail I warily navigate 

each slender tread, 
countless dead insects and whatnot crunching un-

der each watchful step.  
Thoughts mixed, scattering like dandelion blos-

soms in hot summer air,  
pondering as I reach the last stair, who last 

climbed here so long ago? 
I approach the door, trepidation, stomach churn-

ing asunder,   
blood pumping, ears ringing like rolling thunder 

through my head, I reach for the knob. 
 
The door creaked and groaned opening on rusty 

hinges, movement of hot musty air, 
dust mites cascading, hair standing on end, eyes 

straining to penetrate the gloom. 
Dormer vents allowing faint light, stillness 

abounds in this timeless place   
casting surreptitious shadows in eerie space, the 

stench of decay overwhelming my senses. 
 
A dressmaker’s dummy standing sentinel over 

remnants of past days gone by,  
boxes of clothing and mason jars stacked high, an 

old tricycle with a missing rear tire. 
Old tables and chairs stacked to the rafters, the 

stories they do hold,  
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of bold German immigrants, custodians of this 
sanctum – ghosts of my grandparents. 

Breakfast with Brad 

Scene:    
9:30 A.M., a shoddy, unkempt one-bedroom 
walkup apartment in Greenwich Village, New 
York,  the smell of cooking sausage masking the 
underlying scent of cigarette smoke, alcohol, and 
filth. 

Cast: 
Brad:  Aspiring rock star waiting to be discovered 

Cindy:  College dropout, waitress 

~ 

Brad:   (cigarette in hand, slouching in chair) Hey 
baby, I’ve gotta a gig tonight at Cooperman’s in 
the Village, this might be my big break.  

Cindy:  Great, maybe a talent genius will be there 
and sign you to a multi-million dollar contract; 
have you playing the Garden by the weekend.  

Brad:  Dammit Cindy, you are so freaking nega-
tive. You never give me credit for anything. This 
gig might just be my big shot. I hear there may be 
some players at Cooperman’s checking out the 
local talent. I’m gonna sit here and put a kick-ass 
set together, gonna blow their socks off tonight. 

Cindy:   (sitting down at the scarred table with 
greasy eggs and sausage) Yeah right, I’ve been 
hearing this shit for three years…. three friggin’ 
years and you haven’t played the same dive joint 
twice.   

Brad:   (sitting down) Common baby, I can’t 
help it if these jerks don’t appreciate my excep-
tional talent. Besides, every musician has to pay 
their dues before making the big time. I’m close 
baby, really close.  

Cindy: Well, while you’re paying your so called 
dues I’m busting my ass working double shifts at 
the diner to pay the rent and too keep you in beer 
and cigarettes.  I dropped out of college and left 
Omaha to come here with you – you said in two 
years we’d be sittin’ pretty and living large. Well 
two years have come and gone and…. (murmur-
ing) you and this town are sucking the blood out 
of me. 

Brad:   (pushing half eaten breakfast aside and 
picking up his guitar) This times gonna be differ-
ent baby!  If it’s not, well….  I’m thinking we 
should maybe head south to Miami or the Keys.  I 
was talking with an agent the other day about rep-
resenting me and he said I should think about 
south Florida, that Jimmy Buffet ain’t gonna last 
forever and somebody’s gotta pick up the slack. 
Hell baby, with my talent we could be livin’ in a 
luxury high rise overlookin’ South Beach in no 
time at all.  

Cindy: (picking up the dishes) Do you really 
think so Brad? That would be so awesome! If 
things don’t go well tonight Florida sounds incred-
ible. Did the agent really say that?   

Brad:  Absolutely, he’s really pushing me that 
direction, says he has contacts there and can hook 
me up with some gigs.  Nothing big to start with 
cuz he wants me out and being seen…you know, 
making a name for myself. He said once that’s 
done he’ll get me into some larger venues.  Right 
now baby, I gotta get my sets put together for 
tonight. You know, I’m not ready to give up on 
New York but if this doesn’t work tonight, I’ll get 
us to Florida where you won’t have to work so 
much to pay the rent. I’m gonna take care of you 
baby.    

Cindy: Wow, this is so exciting.  (reaching in her 
pocket) Here Brad, take this twenty and go get 
yourself some more beer and cigs.  They’ll help 
you ‘get right’ for your gig tonight…. you’re going 
to knock their socks off. I’m so proud of you. 

Brad: Thanks baby, I knew you’d come around. 
We’re an unstoppable team.  Nothing but the best 
for us baby. I’ll be right back. (Brad exits) 

Cindy: Yeah right asshole. (Cindy grabs her 
purse, checks the bus ticket, tears up the rent 
check, and grabs her suitcase from under the bed. 
Heading out the door she smiles and begins hum-
ming Springsteen’s Nebraska)  

Letter to the Editor:  
Wake up America 
The continued political attack on working class 
America is tearing at the very fabric of what makes 
America great.   This progressive attack is at every 
level of government, funded by myriad capitalist 
interests that endow countless politicos; those self-
serving politicians that become mere puppets to 
those pulling the strings.  
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This blatant attack on the middle class is not un-
founded, but it is growing exponentially in every 
facet of government and at the highest court level.  
SuperPacs allowed by the United States Supreme 
Court permit unfettered contributions. These very 
contributions allow capitalists to facilitate their 
collective ideas of union busting and right-to-work 
(for less) legislation with unlimited funding and by 
assigning their political agenda to spoiled rich po-
litical want-to-be’s of their choosing.   

They pit the working class poor against working 
middle class by imploring unfairness of pensions 
and healthcare benefits the poor do not have, 
while simultaneously fighting minimum wage in-
creases and national healthcare legislation. Howev-
er, they do not mention the underfunding of pen-
sion benefits or equity firm takeovers that deplete 
these funds. They do not mention give-backs by 
organized labor that built this great country or 

give-backs by public service unions who provide 
goods and services that keep this country moving. 
They do not mention corporate greed or plunder-
ing from entities like Bain Capital, Enron, World-
Com, Tyco, Quest, or BP.    

What they do well is; make gazillions of dollars, 
prey on the oppressed, forget equal rights, ignore 
the wounded and infirmed who they sent to war, 
and vehemently resist women’s right to choose.  
Oh, and they do all this while paying few taxes.  

 I don’t get it!  Wake up America, before it’s too 
late. 

Sincerely and with forethought,  

 

 

A Middle Class American 
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B U R K E  S L A T E R  
Stanza Form,  
The Gringo Traveler 
Street Lights mean Nothing, Just need a break in 

traffic. 
Running across the street, the cars move so fast. 
A Game of frogger, a sort of urban survivor 
They see my money and beg for more. 
Rules don’t apply, go where you can just stay alive. 
The food looks so good but there’s so much bread 
Can I get some soup, some chicken or beef in-

stead. 
In a concrete box, and only a fan, God it’s Hot! 
To sleep in peace would be nice, but not such a 

place here to do it. 
As this is a Hostel, where the adventurous, lonely 

and us coexist. 
They all smoke as to be social, I hate it and wish 

they all knew. 
To See them, try to speak yet my struggles will 

continue another week. 

What the Pin on Your Shirt 
Says to ME! 
 
Oh please wear that pin on your Child’s shirt, it 

looks like a bumper sticker on your child.  
A pin that has no meaning to me, It has a sto-

ry behind it but did you take the time to 
ask? 
To think it takes you the time to put it on 

every day, does it make your point. 
Who makes the decision to print it 

and do they try to be witty? 
Why did the school take it away 

when it was on my child’s back-
pack.  

A child leaving the house with the but-
tons on like mommy’s little political 
Statement 

Did we brain wash them to wear it but not 
explain why we vote? 

Nothing Shows we are politically savvy like a 
STUPID Button on their COAT! 

 

The Picture on the Wall 
It is so easy to look at her face in the picture and 
recall the day we met, as I do every day when I sit 
at my desk and she looks at me as if to remind me. 
I was traveling in Cambodia, headed to Phnom 
Penh to teach a class as we had done before, but 
this time we chose to pay to build a well at a local 
grade school. The project was just money for us, a 
simple task of writing a check little to realize we 
would change the daily life and routine of children 
and families by the dozen. Her eyes in the photo 
look black against the white background but they 
were a deep, penetrating brown with the skin and 
dirt to match.  It is the tilt of her head that I re-
member as she looked at us as if asking why we 
would take her picture, yet the amazing feeling I 
had when she saw the digital photo of herself as if 
she has never seen it before.  

The almost emptiness of the eyes makes me won-
der if she knows the conflict her parents or grand-
parents had to endure, whether she understands 
the genocide that took place in her country and 
how many little children just like her never had a 
chance to see their digital picture on some tourists 
camera. The hair that streams across her face be-
cause she does not use a brush on her hair, with 
my daughter very close in age to the girl in the 
picture, they both are now in my office yet one is a 
reminder of the freedoms I enjoy about travels and 
the other, my daughter, is my reminder that my 
reality here is not that of a tourist who simply 
takes pictures but to support, teach, provide for 
and protect my child. If only the girl in the picture 
had the same from her parents, would she have the 
same opportunities as my daughter? 

The weather is always hot, growing from a quiet 
cool morning, the afternoons get difficult if you 
aren’t used to it and to make it worse is the feeling 
of sticky skin from the humidity being so high. 
The temperate makes the smells more intense, the 
kids are dirty and certainly not kept but the smells 
are not of body odor or dirty kids but the garbage 
that is left 

everywhere. Dead animal parts, rodents, the used 
and now discarded daily garbage just piles up, the 
litter in the waterways and along roads could send 
a neat freak right over the edge.  The girl from the 
picture, she has a home next to here and shares it 
with dozens of others. She was left here by her 
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mother, unable to take care of the extra mouth to 
feed and a father who was HIV positive, they left 
her here where they knew she was safe. Children 
play, each a similar story of abandonment yet they 
learn from each other and share their parents as 
everything else. The classroom becomes their 
lunchroom, that becomes their living room and  
again changes at night to be their bedroom. With 
the chairs moved, each child sleeps on a grass wo-
ven mat with their own pillow and blanket and 
lined up like cars in a parking lot. The chores of 
each child to clean their home, sweep the dirt from 

their living room and the leaves and debris from 
the tree away from their playground. They help to 
cook, to clean, and practice the dances the culture 
once knew and shared until that culture was 
slaughtered. Using coconut shells to curve her 
fingers, the girl in the picture dances to the same 
music once used on her grandparents and great 
grandparents. To say the picture is worth a thou-
sand words, as I look at it now I say it’s worth so 
much more than that simply remembering the girl 
in the picture.  
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K E V I N  D .  W I L S O N  
Midnight 
Night dew has covered the sky 
The stars have surrendered to the moon 
Throughout the world is peace 

Who Really Cares 
Life is like a jungle sometimes I wonder how I 

keep from going under,  
I think I head a car backfiring as I toss and turn 

throughout the night, 
Someone got shot in the street or in a public place 

that seem alright, 
I think it’s Christmas outside because of all the 

flashing lights, 
Someone must have called Five-O because all 

those stupid fights, 
Old man what you say is everything alright; oh it’s 

just another day in the 
Jungle somewhere when life’s dreams are not so 

bright.  
Who really cares?  
I see where the price of gas has gone up from last 

night, 
Just like my dollars that seem to be just a little 

tight. 
I see where food prices have gone up out of sight. 
Just like my water bill, my sewage and now my 

lights. 
Life is like a jungle sometimes I wonder how I 

keep from going under, 
Who really cares?  
I see where Wall Street is robbing the people from 

the left and from the right, 
Just like the Republicans who are trying to take the 

country on another flight. 
Someone must inform the people of this country 

about their rights, 
Just like the Democrats who seem to say they have 

all the true insights. 
Life is like a jungle sometimes I wonder how I 

keep from going under,  
Old man what you say about all this hap; oh it’s 

just another day in the jungle 
Somewhere when life seems not to be such a great 

delight.  
Who really cares? 

Pointed but Sharp “The 
Button” 
Put me on I will not hurt you as I press up so gen-

tly against your chest. 
Put me on I want to complain for you, about your 

struggles and fights through your times of 
emptiness. 

Put me on because I will speak for you when you 
are feeling all alone and in your own personal 
zone. 

Put me on and watch me work for you through 
the labor movement and through the causes 
you feel are true blue. 

The pain that’s hidden behind me is what makes 
me stand when others are crying in the sink-
ing sands.  

The conversation is what brought me out, but my 
need for glory is what I am all about. 

The words that surround the perimeter of my 
shield set the tone for those who are far and 
near. 

The thoughts that once were fear within your head 
now rest like a heavy cloud over your oppo-
nent’s bed. 

It’s dark in this box. I have been kicked, drop, 
abuse on my travels from coast to coast wait-
ing for someone to bring me out. No I am 
not an old rusty 13th century jack-in-a box. 

I am very distinct. I am very bold and I must be 
read. Put me on let me speak about what’s go-
ing on in your head. 

Poverty 
One time covered by flesh tones which was seen 

with the third eye 
Fields of hopelessness scattered thoughts in des-

pair for tomorrow. 
Running in time while standing in space to catch 

the unknown 
Fear not yet understood often painted in the sand, 

lost in the masses of life cycles. 
 
Not bless or taught the gift that lay within from 

birth to grave all I seen it’s no dream 
The need to fight has not been learned from the 

need to uncover the shame of existence. 
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Street names are not just directions in the jaws of 
death which shadow of darkness that lay 
ahead. 

Mud, waste and life all mean the same when hope 
is not foreseen nor will be my glory. 

 
Awaken from death at night, borrowed air has a 

price to be paid, rain rocks never go away as 
the sun sets into a doom of awareness. 

A smile is lost in the process of my mother sack; 
pride is weighed on who is not my father. 

No identification is needed when the system is in 
place, being set up to fall without resources. 

Tears harden before the releasing of my eyes from 
hurt, guilt and neglect there are not any more 
to gain.  

The birds have wings to fly over its worries; bears 
have caves to be shielded from the winter 
storm. My covering is made of cardboard with 
grass of cushion, guard by the night air and 
the sound of nature resting with ease in my 
ear. 

 
Life’s situations have placed me standing in long 

lines with a face of loneliness and sound of 
hunger rushing from the inside out. Tag with 
rejection is my middle name, stigmatize with 
disappointment is my birth right and dip with 
anger is the smell underneath my outer skin; 
much like a lamb waiting to be slaughtered. 
Call it what you like; see it how you may, but 
to live it day in and day out is what it is……  

Poverty 

Oh What a Night   !!! 
It has been another long work week and Friday has 
shown its’ face like a tall slender black bobcat lurk-
ing from behind a large Bouvier des Flandres who 
just got his tail snip off. Thirty more minutes be-
fore getting off from work at the plant and the disc 
jockey is jamming the weekend hit on the radio 
“oh what a night”. Friday nights are the fellow’s 
night out on the town. When we really let our hair 
down and release our body fluids in the cool air of 
the night. Some might say that is so nasty, but we 
think of it as giving back to nature what it has giv-
en us. What a joy of freedom and relaxation from 
such an outright, nasty, horse sweetener mundane 
week at the job.  

The boys have all agreed to meet at “Wipe Out” 
for drinks during happy hours. Things really are 
jumping off like popcorn at Wipe Out.  There are 
plenty of women and drinks for everyone until you 

cannot not see or feel your face any longer. Wak-
ing up on Saturday feeling no pain what so ever; 
that’s what we have to look forward to on the 
weekend.  Life at times can be so simple but at the 
same point or turn of events so complex. Who was 
that order Sunday before Monday and said Tues-
day, Wednesday, Thursday and so on must follow 
… They must not had a freaking clue what Fri-
day’s at the bar could do for the fellows. 

I pull into the parking lot of the sports bar with 
my multi-color 1967 Ford, with its sorted array of 
primer.  While listening to the music in my truck, I 
notice the speakers are beating so hard against the 
door frame, while at the same time the bolts and 
hedges are keeping a shack rattle rolled bottom 
beat of the bass from my eight track player. Oh 
what a night, I wonder where is Berry, Bill, Bobby, 
Jada, Jimmy and Johnny are at? I see the fellows 
pulling up now with their tongues dragging the 
street so hard that the marking on the road has 
now been covered with saliva. We cannot wait to 
get inside. 

 While entering the water hole there is a sign post-
ed in the narrow hallway to hell that leads to the 
underground cave that reads as such… “God, 
grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot 
change, Courage to change the things I can, and 
wisdom to know the difference.” The fellows all 
look at the sign and said Wow!  Then we all made 
a b-line to the bar. After several hours in Wipe 
Out, it was last call at the sport bar. The night for 
us is still young, full with laughter with unknowing 
pain for tomorrow. An echo comes out from 
among us within the crowd and asks who is driv-
ing?  Another voice cries out, oh by the way where 
is the car parked at? Berry yells out with his cranky 
voice did you’ll see the legs on that tall sexy sweet 
thing that was behind the bar? Her head light was 
bright as the moon on a cloudy wet day when the 
fog has dipped in some of granddaddy special spir-
its special made for the soul. Jada, then ask Bobby 
did you get paid today; If so I would like to have 
my money you owe me.  Look fellows the night 
has just begun for us. Let’s go down in our neck of 
the woods where the street lights never seem so 
bright and the drinks are just as plentiful as the 
water that Peter walk on. 

I should have brought my coat. Bill made a state-
ment out of the blue. One of these days I am go-
ing to do like my wife ask me to do and start tak-
ing out the trash before she gets home. Jimmy can 
we all fit into your many small miniature cooper? 
Can you imagine seven guys standing over six feet 
tall weighing over 200 pounds trying to get into 
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Jimmy miniature cooper? That might look funny 
to those nuns on the street corner trying to sell 
cotton candy at 2:00 am. All the fellows were look-
ing at the nuns and had noticed how the dress 
code of the church had changed. Bobby says, he 
really has the taste for something sweet tonight; 
then he had the nerve to say he should have eaten 
before he left home. Jada said his dad always said 
son if you do not eat what’s at home before you go 
out on the town, then everything you see will wet 
your dry cotton mouth with the smell of tuna on 
the brain for the rest of the night. Slow down 
Jimmy you did not see that big black Mack truck 
with its headlights out about to hit us on the top 
of this soapbox of machinery.  Jimmy how much 
farther do we have to go, my string to my thing is 
coming a loose. I do not know how much longer I 
can hold these unwanted body fluids in my cup as 
well as this deadly body odor that is escaping from 
these new designer jeans that I must take back to 
the store before they debit my mother’s bank ac-
count. 

Okay players we are coming up to the spot. We are 
almost there, it is the green house on the left hand 
side with the old rusty looking school bus with the 
deer sitting in the driver seat with his night vision 
goggles on with the pipe in his mouth. Jason 
shouts out in a loud voice, Jimmy you cannot see 
all of that from this distance. It is so dark over 
there that the moon is leaking out oil from the tear 
drops of the heavy unknown stars that was left 
over during the storm last year...  Johnny Ray starts 
singing in his low deep Caroline voice our theme 
song “Oh what a night”.  Berry ask  Jimmy, can I 
ask you a question. Jimmy said sure my main man. 
What is this that I have had my foot on most of 
the night in the floorboard of your car? Jimmy says 
you are so crazy man, that’s my kid’s piggy bank. I 
had to pay my taxes today. The commissioner’s 
office would not take my check; I did not have a 
bank card so I did the next best thing. Berry said 
what was that, Jimmy says I took out a personal 
loan with no interest rate from my kids.  

The car stops and all the fellow’s say in the same 
harmonic tone but on different notes like they 

were singing in somebody’s the church choir, “let’s 
do what we do best boys”. Before entering the 
upscale fine to do establishment that was erected 
for the elite of men of all kinds. They all stared at 
the bus.   As they notice a puff of smoke coming 
out of the window of the beaten up old broke 
down school bus with the deer sitting in the driver 
seat with the pipe in his mouth say, what’s up fel-
lows. All the boy’s heads turn quickly, their necks 
twisted backward counter clockwise 720 degrees as 
if time had done double time between mars and 
planted earth as they all glanced back at the deer. 
This time their voices were not in so much in tune 
as like before. One by one speaking in fear and 
unbelief looking back at the deer they said” let’s 
get it on “…  

Jimmy said to the boys do not worry about the 
deer. The doctor has warned him about driving 
while drinking and smoking. If he does not take 
into consideration what the doctor told him he will 
find himself on someone’s dinner table.  Jimmy 
and the fellows went into the house and  got their 
self a table. Jason goes to the restroom to untie the 
knot the string that was attached to his rod, while 
the other fellows start admiring the upscale very 
loses knitted companionship of the night… All 
was going well until a big bang sound was heard 
from outdoors. Suddenly the noise was made 
aware to everyone who was within the inner courts 
of the waterhole...  The city’s finest were standing 
outside of the waterhole with their cherry tops 
flashing all about the area. Jason jumps out of the 
bathroom with his pants half way down with a 
large wet spot on them which has an unbecoming 
smell of funk that could run a dead man out his 
grave through the hot flames of hell. The police 
report read as such, the deer were backing up the 
bus and hit a huge tree. The report also mentions 
that everyone in the house was killed and including 
the deer sitting behind the steering wheel. It is sad 
to know that the report did not read if the fellows 
went to hell or heaven, but for those who really 
care; the reported did state that the deer went to 
MacDonald’s to its final resting place. Oh boy 
what a night!!!  
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J O H N  Y O U N G B E R G  
Gales of November      
wind whizzes wildly past  
sends your boat twisting, 
turning. waves building  
bigger, boldly befitting  
a storm so severe. praying 
for safety silently, under 
breath, though you know what  
this wicked woman has in mind.  
water washes over you while 
you softly succumb to her grip. now 
you rest in erie’s cold, callous crypt 

Buttons 
freedom of speech  
without saying a word 
 
without saying a word 
our message is preached 
 
our message is preached 
while we march in a line 
 
while we march in a line 
our buttons do teach 
 
our buttons do teach 
all of you against us 
 
all of you against us 
can’t take our freedom of speech 

Letter to Mr. Carroll 
Dear Mr. Carroll, 

In response to your letter, we the women members 
of your local would like to know where our fair 
representation is? You Sir have been asked to pur-
sue fair and equitable treatment of women mem-
bers by the Legislative Committee. Why are our 
sacrifices for labor and our families viewed as less 
than those of our brothers? We toil in factories 
just the same as our brothers. Do our hands not 
bleed when cut just the same? Why are we subject-
ed to the poorer of conditions, hours and pay? 

Why must we sacrifice more than the men we 
work alongside of? Their wives are at home while 
many of our husbands are at war. Our children are 
raising themselves in these difficult times. 3 wom-
en on this shift have lost husbands at war. They 
now have must be able to provide for their family 
and because you don’t think it is necessary for us 
to receive equal pay, it will be much harder for 
them to do so. During this time of war our coun-
try has called upon our labor for the greater good 
and you have failed to work as hard for us as we 
have for America. Shame on you Mr. Carroll 

The Women of District 75, I.A.M. 

Politicians 
when will we learn? 
 
you come to our jobs 
and act like you care 
you speak to the union  
and tell us you’re fair 
 
you bring us a message 
eaten by hungry souls 
you leave with our money 
you leave with our votes 
 
the only thing we get 
is a small piece of hope 
hope for our future, our 
families and friends 
 
we turn on tv, it’s  
more bad news we find 
our factories are closing 
and people losing their mind 
 
you tell us you’re fighting 
and these jobs you can save 
we end up with excuses 
while you just walk away 

The Steward 
rust belt rebel always being nosy 

keep that hood down, won’t hear a peep 
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does he like my face always so rosy 

follow along like all the good sheep 

we don’t care about your job issues 

we’ll find  more at the hall just like you 

just another man we’ll get to misuse 

if problems persist, we’re done with this crew 

when problems arise the rebel is needed 

for men on the job he sticks his neck out 

he fights for us and all we are deeded 

the employer will learn of his mighty clout 

when the steward has prevailed 

 no doubt, our checks will be mailed 

Bad Decisions 
The scene starts in a local union office with a phone call. 
The characters are Mike, XYZ company president, Al the 
local business manager and Curtis the local business agent.  

The phone rings in Curt’s small office, downstairs 
at the union hall......The secretary upstairs tells him 
that Mike from XYZ is on the phone. 

Curt: This is Curt. 

Mike: Hey Curt, how are ya? This is Mike over at 
XYZ.  

Curt: What can I do for you, Mike? 

Mike: Well I have a problem here. Do you re-
member the fabrication agreement we signed last 
year? Well we are doing a bunch of fab in the shop 
and I got guys bitching that we owe them double 
time for working more than 10 hours 5 days last 
week. 

Curt: Uh, yeah I remember the agreement and yes 
you do owe the double time for anything in excess 
of 10 hours Monday-Friday, in excess of 8 on Sat-
urday and all day holidays or Sundays.  

Mike: I understand all that Curt, but I’m trying to 
run a business here and we didn’t bid this job that 
way.  

Curt: Well how are your bidding practices the lo-
cal’s fault? You signed the agreement. We already 
gave you concessions in the agreement so you 
could be competitive.  

Mike: Well I was hoping that we could come to an 
understanding here and work something out. 

Curt: Ok. As long as the understanding is that you 
owe my guys the money. 

Mike: Is Al in? I would like to talk to him. Appar-
ently I’m getting nowhere with you. 

Curt: Right! You’re just not getting your way.  I’ll 
transfer you. Hang on. 

Phone ringing upstairs in Al’s office..... 

Al: This is Al. 

Curt: Hey I got Mike over at XYZ bitching about 
paying the guys double time on that new fab 
agreement.  

Al: Ok put him through....Hey Mike how’s it go-
ing? 

Mike: Well not good Al. We got this big fab job 
and now I got Curt telling me that we owe these 
guys some double time when I only bid it for over-
time rate.  

Al: I see 

Mike: You know we go way back Al and you know 
how I operate. I always treated you good when you 
worked for me and I would appreciate some help 
with this fab agreement. 

Al: Well why don’t you come on down to the hall 
and let’s talk it over. 

Mike arrives at the union hall for a meeting; the agents are 
watching out the window as Mike steps out of his Cadillac, 
wearing a nice suit. “Must be nice,” Curt mumbles to Al. 
The secretary points Mike to Al’s office at the end of a 
dimly lit hallway. 

Al: Hi Mike. 

Mike: Hi guys, as I stated on the phone, I can’t 
have this double time in the fab agreement. I need 
help to remain competitive. I can do whatever you 
guys need me to do to help you out. 

Curt: What the hell does that mean? Sounds like 
blackmail to me. 

Al: Calm down Curt. Mike needs our help. 

Curt: Yeah well what about the guys in the field? 
Seems to me that we work for them, not Mike. 
You can’t hide shit like this. How are you going to 
explain to the guys that one week they get double 
time and the next week they don’t. 
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Al: Well how about this Mike, You pay those guys 
what you owe them and we revise the fab agree-
ment effective immediately and take the double 
time out of the contract. 

Curt: Are you nuts! You just can’t make contract 
changes without consulting the body first.  

Al: Well it’s within my authority the way I see 
things. 

Mike: I would be grateful Al. 

Curt: I’m not standing for this bullshit! You want 
to renegotiate this contract without the body’s 
knowledge, then go hang yourself pal.  

Curt slams the door as he leaves and marches downstairs 
back to his office in the basement. 

Mike: If you can help me with this Al, I can make 
it well worth your while 

Al: It’s a done deal bud! What did you have in 
mind? 

Al and Mike stare at each other both grinning. 

Burdened by News 
The afternoon summer sun beats down on me as I 
walk through my paper route. 37 papers to a 10 
year old seem like 100 on a day like this. It’s the 
kind of heat that makes the bottoms of your shoes 
uncomfortable if you stand in one spot on the 

pavement for too long. Muggy too. The kind of 
heavy, thick and humid air that feels like you’re 
breathing through a straw. I sometimes read the 
paper as I walk, but today is too hot for that so I 
hurry along. Sweat seems to be constantly stinging 
my eyes. I should’ve wore my hat, I think to my-
self. Once I’m finished I pull out the last paper for 
my house and start reading. ‘GENERAL 
MOTORS TO CLOSE ELYRIA PLANT’. I 
couldn’t believe my eyes. This had to be a mistake. 
My mind raced...... How can they close? Where is 
Dad going to work? Are we going to be okay? I 
just couldn’t fathom that the plant would close. I 
had friends whose parents worked there. My 
grandfather retired from there after 33 years of 
employment. I gathered myself and continued the 
walk home. Thoughts of homelessness and pov-
erty swept into my young mind. There were neigh-
bors of ours that had lost everything when the 
steel mill in Lorain had laid off almost a thousand 
people. I couldn’t help but imagine that we were 
going to be like them. Poverty and hard times are 
not ideas for a 10 year old to be pondering. As I 
arrive home I notice my dad’s truck in the drive. I 
run into the house in a frantic mess. “Calm down. 
I know, I know. Everything is going to be fine.” he 
says. “They’re going to transfer me to another 
plant and besides, you don’t need to be worrying 
about this anyway.” “Hey, you got a game tonight 
right? You better go get your uniform on.” As I 
head to my room to put my baseball uniform on, a 
calm comes over me, but the plight of our neigh-
bors still lingers in the back of my young mind as I 
get dressed.  
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